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Ag Graduates Feted

Jimmy Clark Named
Outstanding Alumnus

•

Dr. Jimmy H. Clark, professor in the Department of
Dairy Science at the University
of Illinois, has been named the
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of the Year for 1981 by the
Agriculture Alumni Association of Murray State University.
A 1963 graduate of Murray
State and a native of the
Sedalia area of Graves County,
Clark has been a member of the
University of Illinois faculty 13
years. He is a 1959 graduate of
Sedalia High School.
His selection makes him the
17th Murray State agriculture
alumnus to be awarded the
honor. He was recognized at
the annual association dinner
meeting on Homecoming Eve
Friday at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord in Murray.
Dr. Charles W. Byers, professor of agricultural education
at the University of Kentucky
and the 1980 recipient,
presented Clark to the gathering.
Other past winners of the
award have been:
Michael E. McKinney, county extension coordinator and
agriculture agent in Fountain
County, Ind., 1979; • Hemp
Brooks of Murray, 1978;
Charles L. Eldridge, assistant
dean of admissions at Murray
State, 1977; Roy E. Skinner of
the Jackson Purchase Productcon Credit AsLociation at
Mayfield, 1976; Dr. Joe H.
Jones,Southern Illinois University faculty, 1975; Dr. Charles
Chaney, professor of
agriculture at Murray State,
1974; Dr. Lowell E. Wilson,
Auburn University faculty,
1973.
Charles Magness, president
FINISHING TOUCHES — ?slaking the final adjustments to the Alpha Gamma Rho float for today's
homecoming parade are Brian Sabha,standing and Michael Bitters, both fraternity members. The of the Jackson Purchase Protheme MSU Has Eastern Singing The Blues, will be one of nearly 200 entries in today's parade. AGR duction Credit Association in
Mayfield, 1972; Charles M.
has been a float winner for the pasttwo parades and is hoping for another big victory.
Photo by Jennie B.Gordon Moon, Fulton County, 1971; Joe
Dick, Murray.1970;Dr. Walter
Woods, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind., 1969; State
Sen. Pat M. McCuiston, Pem-

How's This For A Treat?

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kit Carson and his "Haunted
House on Wheels" takes Halloween to young trick-or-treaters
who can't get to his doorstep.
For 26 years, Carson has
been visting orphanages and
hospitals on Halloween, bringing a bag of candy and a
touch of humor.
Among the humorous aspects
is the haunted house. It's a red
hearse, with a skull-and,
crossbones flag on the front, a
flashing red light on the roof,
and a sign on the dashboard
warning that the vehicle is
protected by a killer boa
constrictor.
The hearse also contains
bats, rats and a gorilla in a

casket.
After his infant daughter was
stricken with leukemia years
ago, "I dedicated my life to
helping everybody," Carson
said. Since then, he's taken
special care to remember handicapped and orphaned
children on special holidays
like Valentine's Day and
Easter.
On the trip Thursday to St.
Joseph Children's Home, Carson also had about 40 black and
white mice and four longhaired Peruvian hamsters.
There were three lives snakes,
but only two were visible from
the outside.
"I don't know where the
other one's got to. We can't find

him," Carson said, who borrowed the animals from a pet
store.
"The kids just love it. I've
watched them kids grow up
here. You come back year after
year and keep seeiug the same
ones,". he said from beneath a rubber Dracula mask.
At other times, he is a clerk
in a liquor store. He spent about
two weeks fixing up the
haunted hearse. It was purchased at a bargain price by a
local care dealer, who donated
it to Carson.
Asked what he planned to do
with his ghoulish guzzler after
Saturday, he replied "Park it."
That gives him plenty of time
to re-hearse for next year.

lion. He has also served as
representative to the National
Research Council Comnutter,
on 'Nutrient Requirements of
the High Producing Cow."
Among. the honors he has
received is the 1980 American
Feed Manufacturers' Award at
the American Dairy Science
Association Animal Meeting
Clark has obtained gratto
totaling more than 8250,000 for
research endeavors in the past
few years. He has supervised
and worked with man!,
master's degree and two dot.;
toral degree candidates and
often assists outstanding
agriculture students from Mur
ray State in obtaining gradisat...
•
assistantshipi.
-Dr. Jimmy H.Clark
More than 40 of his full-length
broke, 1068; William Ralph • scientific manuscripts have
Alexander, Sturgis, 1967; been published in refereed
James L. Pryor, Mayfield, Journals. He has also served as
1966; and Mancil Vinson, Mur- a reviewer of manuscripts for
the Journal of Dairy Science,
ray, 1965.
Recipients of three $200 A. Journal of. Animal Science and
Carman-MSU Agriculture Journal of Nutrition.
He is active in many profes•
Alumni _Scholarships for 1981-82
were also recognized at the sional organizations and ha.,
in 197.1.
. They are: Kevin B. served three times
meeting.
Guthrie, Mayfield Route 3 1977 and 1978 - as chairman of
freshman and 1981 graduate of the nutrtion section of the anSedalia High School; Paula nual iting of the Arnericac
Ann Hopkins, Ledbetter Route Dairy ScienceAssociation.
1 freshman and 1981 graduate - .His contributions .at - the-of Livingston Central High University of Illinois lortudi:
work on a number of campus
School; and Tanya Verae
committees.
Travis, Marion Route I
Clark is married to the
sophomore and 1980 graduate.
former Karen Sue Knudson.
of Crittenden County High
School. All are agriculture ma- His parents are Mr. and Mr;
Howard Clark of Mayfield
jors at Murray State.
Route 1.
Clark, who was awarded a
National Defense Education
boil should
Fellowship and earned the
University
Ph.D. degree at the
be delivered
of Tennessee in 1967 with a major in ruminant nutrition, did a
as scheduled
year of postgraduate research
The Federal Aviation Adat Clemson University before
reported this
ministration
joining the University of Ilwas a 20 perthere
morning
linois dairy science gaff.
of rain today
chance
cent
and
An active speaker
Skies over Stewart Stadium
researcher. Clark wu reeently
shouldbe pirily rioudly and
appointed to a three-year term
overcast. However, they
on ,*he National Academy of
the parachute tean:
said
Sciences Committee on Nutrifrom Fort Campbell should
have no problem dropping
the ball onto the 50-yard line
to being today's homecom
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School Board Approves
Conservation Contract
In a special meeting Friday
afternoon, the Calloway County
School Board voted to accept a
bid from Cleaver Construction
Co. for the energy conservation
program at the three elementary schools.
Cleaver's offer included a
$348,717 base bid and a $45,950
alternate bid for a total of
$394,667.
The base bid includes installation of R-19 insulation on
top of the existing roof and a
new roof to be placed on top of
the insulation, Dr. Jack Rose,

today's index •

Newspapers Split Over Amendment
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., "would be well-served by joinwhose prestige is on the line in ing the 46 others which permit
the battle over the proposed re-election."
The newspaper noted that the
succession amendment,has the
editorial support of five daily opposition claims the change
newspapers contacted by The would result in dangerous concentration of authority, "even
Associated Press in Kentucky.
Seven others dislike the creating an uncrowned king.
"But the federal example,
amendment, arguing that it
would keep the professional where the last two presidents
politicians entrenched in • were defeated in bids to sucFrankfort. Some criticized ceed themselves, hardly 'supBrown's involvement in the ports the thesis that inthe
issue which goes before the cumbents with hands
levers of governmen power
public in Tuesday's election.
..It would permit the governor . have it made," Th Courierand other elected state officials Journal stated.
If the amendment .passes,
to seek a second term and give
Courier-Journal continued,
The
'
succession.
unlimited
sheriffs
The Louisville Courier- "Kentuckians doubtless will reJournal urged its readers to elect some awful governors.
vote "Yes" because the state But they also may re-elect

some great ones.:
credited the Brown administraBrown hasn't disclosed his
tion with restoring some
future political plans.
measure of integrity to state
The Louisville Times, in. government but added that his
backing the amendment,spoke
administration is the
out against eight legislative
exception.
leaders Who regard the pro"History has demonstrated
posal "as a dastardly plot to
that the vast powers of the ofundermine tbeir hard-won
fice are subject to vast abuse.
legislative independence."
And if that power can be abusThe Times pointed out that
ed in.a Tour.year term of.office,
seven of the eight.had voted to
how much more. abuse can we
place the succession amend-. expect when a two-term
ment on the ballot and added
governor can dominate three
this comment-7" .
—tins of the
stiltressilie' -*sin
"The excuse they offer —
General Assembly before his
that they voted for the silcces- • power wanes?"
sion amengment only to give
The Herald also questioned
the electorate a chance to
the motives behind Brown's
decide the issue — is mighty -sudden .increa* in travels
••
tame."
around the state.\
The Lexington Herald
All the trappings of a (re-

electioni campaign are there:
the administration staffers who
are taking unpaid leaves of
absence to work for passage of
the amendment, the 1150,000
media blitz being financed by
loans secured by Brown's
friends, the phone banks and
direct-mail operation."
Although The Lexington
Leader said it was displeased
with "the governor's-simplistic
view and his current hard-sell
campaign, we come down on
his side: In dmthe primary issue is the peo- .
ple's right to decide, and the
amendment's flaws are not so
severe that they overshadow
'•that essential fact!'
The leader challenged the
argument that an incumbent is
•

unbeatable. "Jimmy Carter
doesn't believe that and neither
do we."
The newspaper also said the
performance of the Brown administration is the best argument fix passage ofthe amendment. "If the person is doing
well, there is. much to be said
for experience and continuity.
With the Brown administration, we find much to applaud
at this point."
While agreeing that a goverroltiouid ha ve the("portunit y
to seek a second term, The
Frankfort State Journal said
"we cannot support allaying
that second term without major
constitutional _revisions to
make The elected legislators in
(Continued On Page 2)
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Fund-Raising Campaign Set
By MSU Public Radio Station
What is public broadcasting
anyway and why are we hearing all those pleas for private
funding?
According to Bruce Smith,
manager of public radio station
WKMS-FM at Murray State
University, "alternative" is the
key word — offering listeners
and, in the case of television,
viewers, programs which differ
from those of commercial stations.
As WKMS-FM launches a
fund raising campaign, "The
Friendship Festival," Nov. 4-8,
Smith says public broadcasting
is seriously threatened by
reductions in federal spending.
The university station will
probably lose more than $15,000
in the next fiscal year from the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, about 25 percent of the
WKMS-FM federal budget.
But Smith, who has been station.manager four years, is optimistic. "Some people are saying that the mood in
Washington is the apocalypse
for public broadcasting;
however, I see it is a challenge
to increase awareness of our
purpose."
Programs on WKMS-FM,
91.3, "fill in the gaps" of commercial radio, said Smith.
"The station offers programs
which perhaps are less
popular, but nevertheless need
to have some kind of outlet."
During the "Friendship
Festival," listeners will be asked to telephone pledges. Smith
said the donations will help to
offset reduced federal monies
and ensure "continued quality
programs."
"Some of our programs are
very specialized, but we try to
serve the needs of our audience
and at any given time we're not
concerned with having the
largest number of listeners."
In programming for the
preferences of its listeners,
who live in a five-state radius of
the station, WKMS-FM has
shows which may have limited
appeal, such as radio drama
for children or music from the
big band era for adults.

Classical music is among the
most popular programming.
Hours are also given to folk,
jazz and bluegrass. And indepth national and international news programs and local
talk shows are presented.
A few offerings are as
specialized as "music from the
British Isles." A program titled
"soul Flight" is the only West
Kentucky radio broadcast produced entirely by and for
blacks.
Smith, who formerly was
director of programming and
development at a public broadcasting station of Michigan
Technological University,
readily acknowledges that
WKMS "is more difficult to
listen to because it is less
predictable."
"In commercial radio, the
programming is about the
same at 7 a.m. as it is at 2 p.m.
In public radio, the format is
closer to that of television in
that there is block programming.,,
Smith suggests that persons
who think they might enjoy
some of the WKMS-FM programs should obtain the monthly "Air Fair" listings guide.
"Air Fare" is mailed
regularly to contributors and
complimentary copies are sent
to new listeners who write to
WKMS-FM, Box 2018 University Station, Murray,Ky.,42071.
As the , uniyersity station
prepares for future fiscal years
with less federal money, Smith
said several misconceptions
must be tackled. The first in-

volves the "elitist" notion
which he added, "is quickly
dispelled by looking more
closely at the programming."
The audience of WKMS-FM
extends far beyond the Murray
city limits, which Smith
believes is another mistaken
image of the station. Research
indicates listeners live in a fivestate area with the largest
number of listeners in the Murray, Paducah and Hopinsville
areas.
WKMS-FM is also frequently
viewed as, "the campus radio
station," operated mainly as a
laboratory for students.
"Training students is a part of
our mission, but the station is
primarily run by a professional
staff of 10."
Smith said the "primary mission" of WKMS-FM, which is
licensed to the Murray State
University Board of Regents, is
to be a regional service of the
institution. "We touch the lives
of thousands of people every
week who may have no other
contact with Murray State."

GHOST STORIES — The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will present "Ghosties,
Ghoulies and Things That Go Bump In The Night" at 4 p.m.,5,8, 10 and midnight today to benefit
the planetarium at the Golden Pond Visitors Center. Among the ghoulies in the play, to be
presented at the planetarium, are (from left) Barbara Blivin, Tim Reding, Dorothy Norris and
Brian Bartlett. Reservations may be made by calling 474-2727 ext. 297.

Combs, Brown Debate Tonight

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) A
final great debate tonight will
cap the increasingly bitter
campaign over the proposed
succession amendment.
It will feature Gov. John Y.
LORDSTOWN, Ohio (AP) —
The metal itself is seldom con- Brown Jr., the foremost supsidered precious, but the years, porter of the proposal, against
states and slogans printed on former Gov. Bert Combs, the
old license plates are enough to leading opponent.
The Kentucky Educational
give collectors gold fever.
On Saturday, about 60 serious Television network will carry
collectors will descend on this the one-hour debate at 8 p.m.
northern Ohio auto city, looking from its Lexington studio and
to swap, buy and sell plates for rebroadcast it at 4:30 p.m.
Sunday.
their collections.
Glen Bastin, who produces
"The People's Business" program weekly on KET, will be
moderator and two news
reporters will be on the panel.

Plate Fever

School Board..
(Continued From Page One)
Hose also said all the multizone heating and cooling units
will be changed to single-zone
units. All three schools have
both single and multi-zone
units, Rose said.
The federal 'Department of
Energy awarded the school
system a $99,192 grant for the
project, Rose said.

The board approved the
transfer of $400,000 from the
general fund to capital outlay
for funding the remainder of
the projects. Rose said the additional funding will be used
toward payment of present
building bonds.
Cleaver's bid was one of six
received by the board.
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A KET spokesman said the
customary telephone call-ins
on such programs will be
omitted.
A simple majority is needed
to approve the proposed
amendment, up for a vote Tuesday.
It would allow a governor and
other state elective officials to
run for a second term — and a
sheriff to seek office again
indefinitely.
Both sides claim they will be
victorious, but Brown has
tempered his optimistic
reports, based on professional
polls, with the comment that
barely more than hall the
voters know about the
amendment.

So, in a last effort, he and his
wife Phyllis George Brown
plan to go on television this
weekend in separate promotions to support the
amendment.
The pro-amendment forces
are spending about 20 times as
much as the antis, having raised $150,000 through a recent
loan.
The issue heated up in recent
weeks when Combs,like Brown
a Democrat, charged that the
governor was flagran .ly
politicking the issue by announcing road projects in a flurry of
suspiciously-timed visits in
many areas of Kentucky.

Succession Amendment...
(Continued From Page 1)
the House and Senate a true
and effective balance against
gubernatorial power.
• The succession amendment
does not establish this balance
and, rather than an instrument
for better government, is instead a continuation of bad
government," The State Journal said.
It described the legislative
branch of Kentucky government as "a 98-pound weakling
in comparison to the vast
authority exercised by the
governor."
The Owensboro MessengerInquirer announced its opposition to the amendment and
planned an editorial during the
weekend to explain its position.
The Sun-Democrat in
Paducah called for an affirmative vote on Tuesday,
declaring that "as it stands
now, the people may,elect any
Qualified resident of Kentucky
as governor, except the man
who currently holds the office
and who may very well be the
best qualified."
The Sun-Democrat also
disagreed with the premise
that a two-term governor could
become too powerful.
"The one-term limit has not
prevented the building of
political dynasties in Kentucky
or at least the attempt to build
them, although the
phenomenon is not as suc-

cessful these days as it used to
be."
The Bowling Green Daily
News, in taking a stand against
the amendment, said the -likely effect would be to make professional politicans more firmly entrenched in Frankfort and
in county courthouses around
the state.
We doubt this is what the
people of Kentucky want, or
that it would be in their best interests in the long run."
Another opponent, The
Harlan Daily Enterprise,
disputed claims that
permitting successive gubernatorial terms would increase
the chief executive's accountability to the public and permit
voters to rule on his future.
"That's not a very substantial argument considering the
traditional political network
found in Kentucky. An incumbent _governor could almost
automatically insure his reelection as his political powers
are so awesome."
The newspaper noted that 46
ogler states permit succession
but added that "being modern
is not always a virtue."
The Ashland Independent
said many people are attempting to turn the issue "into a
Johni Y. Brown issue. It is not
that at all.
"Even if he did come out
strong for the amendment and

even if he is seeking the ends
mentioned, the people of Kentucky still have the final
authority."
The newspaper said if Brown
decided to run, there undoubtedly would be candidates
in his own party "who would
challenge him or anyone else
for re-election. The same would
be true if Kentucky had a
Republican governor."
The Advocate Messenger in
Danville charged that the
amendment is designed to
benefit Brown personally and
-serve those of his associates
collectively. The feverish and
expensive campaign they are
conducting for the amendment
is ample evidence of that fact."
The Advocate Messenger
said it thinks the amendment
"is wrong in principle and
when in doubt, it's always safe
to take the stand on the side of
principle."
In Hopkinsville, the Kentucky New Era said passage of
the amendment could compromise the governor's office
because "a governor in all
likelihood would spend the last
year of his first term running
for a second,a situation ripe for
a conflict of interest."
The Kentucky Kernel, student newspaper at the University of Kentucky, described the
proposal as a good idea but not
in its present form because it is
too broad.

Hearings Set
By Department
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Vote For
• Bill Bailey
Your Vote
Will Show
You Do Have
A Choice

BILL BAILEY
Ernestly Asks
Foir Your
Write In Vote
For Sheriff
Sy Cawood/Mans,
Posey Wail,Treasury

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Department for Human
Resources will
conduct four public
hearings in November
on a state plan to
develop community
services for Kentuckians with mental
retardation.
A plan developed by
the State Planning
Council for Mental
Retardation recommends increased
community-based services for all mentally
retarded persons as
well as assistance to
their families.
"Our goal is not to
replace institutional
care for persons with
mental retardation or
other disabilities but to
offer more
alternatives for those
choosing to remain in
their communities,"
said Secretary Grady
Stumbo.
After the public
hearicgs, the plan will
be submitted to Stumbo and Goy. John Y.
Brown Jr.

To Keep The

oti
In Calloway County
istrict Judge

oc-

or a ride to the polls on Tues., Nov. 3rd, call
753-9224 or 753-2706

Dovid Buckingham
For District Judge
Marshall and Callaway Counties
Millen', Treasfiurev, 821 N.
Paid for by David Buckingham Compoig' Fu,sd, Tim
St Murray, Ky.
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Looking !lack
10 Years Ago,
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was
elected president of the Kentucky Library, Trustees
Association at the Kentucky
Library Association meeting in
Louisville Oct. 25-27.
Deaths reported included
Nick Jones and James Thomas
DaVis.2 weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Festus L.Story,
Rt. 1, Murray, observed their
50th wedding anniversary on
Nov.5. An open house was Nov.
7 at Community Room of Murray Federal Savings and Loan.

Births reported included a
poy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Henderson, Oct. 26, and a girl
to Vr. and Mrs. Mike Bement,
OcC 28.
William Armstrong, William
Bryant, Jan Cooper, Ada Sue
Hutson, Judy Kelso, Mary
Matarazzo, Susan Nance,
Alesia Gail Smith, Kim Smith,
arid Ernest Williams were
seniors at Murray State
University from Calloway
County named to 1971-72 edition
of Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges.
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20 Years Ago
The silica sand mining operations of Murray Sand Company
were taken over by Crounse
Corp. of Paducah, according to
Taz Ezell, Murray Sand Company president.
Deaths reported included
Alva Walton,54.
Fifty year awards were
presented to W.,B. Moser and
Hunter Hancock for their work
in scouting over this period of

30 Years Ago
T. Sledd, Calloway County
Democratic manager,said that
over $500 in prizes were to be
given away to ticket holders on
election night Nov.66.
Goebel-Roberts attended the
itrOnthern States annual
meeting in Richmond, Va.,
Nov. 8-9 as an official delegate
from the Murray area.

40 Years Aga
The work of mapping
Calloway County into
neighliorhoods and communities has just been completed by Ray Brownfield,
assistant county agent, with the
assistance of a number of farm
men and women in all sections
of the county.
Deaths reported included
Mrs. Tom McGregor, Nat L.
Harris, 54, Laura Elkins, 70,
and Leonard (Red) Robertson,
35.
Charles Luther Robertson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Robertson, is serving at the Infantry Replacement Center at
Camp Wheeler,Ga.
Cecil McCuiston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. V. McCuiston of
Brandon community of
Calloway County, was
reelected president of the
Business Section of the Fourth
District Education Association
Oct. 17 at Elizabethtown. He
was teaching in the Vine Grove
school system.

50 Years Ago
The vault in the Murray City
Cemetery was now completely
paid for. The last of the indebtedness was retired and the
last note burned at the meeting
of the Magazine Club by Mrs.
Leland Owen, Mrs.R. T. Wells,
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, and Mrs.
B. B. Keys,club members.
Deaths reported included the
Rev. J. M. Pickens, Rhoda
Perry, 84, Dr. U. M. Griffin,
and Don Lewis Davis,27.
George Crowder of Murray
was the hero on Oct. 29 about
9:30 a.m. when he rescued L. C.
Brown of Buchanan, Tenn.,
who was overcome s by black
damp while digging a well on
the place of Will Huie on the
/
2 miles
East Highway, about 11
east of Murray.
Elected as officers of the
Calloway county Chapter of the
American Red Cross were
M.D. Holton, Mrs. J. P.
Lassiter, T.O. Turner, and W.
S. Swann. Mary Williams was
executive secretary.
Murray was the mecca for
the Democrats of Calloway
County and Western Kentucky
on Oct. 26. A crowd estimated
at 2,500 persons filled the large
Growers hoose Leaf Floor to
hear Judge Ruby Laffoen of
Madisonville, Democratic
nominee for governor,and Sen.
Alben W. Barkley speak on
issues of the campaign.
- Births reported included a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billington. Dr. R. T. Wells, Dr. Ora
Mason,and Mrs. Warren Swann
presented the program at the,
meeting of the Mothers Club of
Murray Training School. Mrs.
N.B. Bailey was club president.
-Murray State beat -Middle
Tennessee in a homecoming
game at College Field at 2:30
p.m. on Oct.31.
Beef sink was listed as sell'

.1)

\-4*
time by Everette Jones, assistant district commissioner at a
Court of Honor by Boy Scout
Troop 77 at First Christian
Church.
Ray Charles appeared in a
concert at the Health
Building, Murray State College. This was sponsored by
Murray Junior Chamber of
I received a very nice letter
Commerce in cooperation with
the MSC Student Organization. from Dr. Jacob Mayer of
Mayfield, this week. He needs
help from readers on his family, but since he had some nice
things to say about the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass cemetery book, I'm going to be
of Crass Furniture Company immodest and reprint the
attended the formal showing of whole letter. After all,
the 1952 Crosley refrigerator everyone appreciates a kind
line at Memphis,Tenn.
word. .
Peggy Steele who teaches
"I had been waiting for the
physical education in a high publication of your book on the
school in Lovington, Ill., was cemeteries of- Calloway Counthe weekend guest of her ty. In the Murray paper of Ocmother, Mrs. Cullie Steele.
tober third, I read your comment in your column that it was
completed. Yesterday, while in
Murray I bought a copy at the
Book Rack. I must say it is a
Marriages announced included Margaret Rachel Purdom to
James H. Blalock, Oct. 24, and
Virginia Easley to James R.
Scott, Oct. 17.
Births reported included a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain, Dear Sir:
Oct. 21, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Next Tuesday the voters. of
E. A. West, and a gitl to Mr. Marshall and Calloway counand Mrs. Elmus Norman, Oct. ties will
select a new District
27.
Judge.
I
have been very
Elected as officers of the
disturbed
by
some of the comAhno Parent-Teacher Associaments and communications aption organized at ,/.1mo High
School were Mrs. Cary Rose, pearing in your newspaper
Raymond Story, Myrtle Chap- about this very important election.
man,and Cary Rose.
Above all, we must ask
Mary Russell Williams, Mrs.
Joe Baker, Mrs. Charles Ryan, ourselves: What is the basic
Mrs.0. C. Wells,and Mrs. A.0. quality we want in a Judge? If
Woods attended a meeting of we look to our Bibles, the
the Kentucky Grand Chapter of answer is not hard to find:
the Order of the Eastern Star in WISDOM. And if we honestly
Louisville. Woods is deputy look again at the scriptures, we
grand matron of District 18 of will discover that place of birth
or residence has nothing to do
the OES.
Fancy pink salmon, two tall with the essential quality of
wisdom.
cans, were listed as selling for
Indeed, wisdom comes from
33 cents at Kroger.
experience. And the wisdom we
want- and need - in a Judge
can come only from accumulated legal and judieal-experience. In the case of our
ing for 15 cents per pound at District Judge, who must handle the delicate matters of
Fain & Bell.
juvenile justice, we also seek
wisdom in the understanding of
families, of parents and
GO(.
1 11,
4.4%e'r.2•1
children.
Clearly, only one of the candidates for District. Judge has
the necessary wisdom for this
important position. Pal
Howard alone has the accumulated experience, and
with it the necessary wisdom,
to be our District Judge.
Pal Howard has served as
Judge and most recently has
been the Trial Commissioner
for the District Court. He
understands the judicial process from the position of mak-

It's Jul's Iluit pun

Information On Mayer, Family Requested
fine piece of work and certainly where Isaiah Colley came
congratulate you on a job well • from.
"I have been 'able to locate
done. But as babies are being
born and others pass on, it will most of his descendants. But
not be long before a revision now and then I cannot locate all
will be necessary ( Please, Dr. of the details on some one
Mayer, let me catch my member that I spent a lot of
time on.
breath!)
"One such case is that of a
"For over two years I have
been researching the Colley descendant of my grandfamily of Graves County, Ken- father's brother's family. Bentucky, my mother's people. I jamin Franklin Colley had a
was reared at Hazel, in daughter who married a
Calloway County, a son of Jake Bascomb Bedwell. They lived
J. and Josephine _ Colley ) mostly in Calloway County.
Mayer. Her grandfather, Therhad several children. But
Isaiah Colley married Eliza one daughter of Emma,'named
Hippy and located in Graves Bertha 7 none of the rest of the
County in 1834. My chief pro- family have information on, as
blem has been trying to find out to dates of birth. marriage,

Letters To The Editor

Howard Given Support
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ing the wise choices and
deciding the balance of justice,
rather than from the narrow
perspective of a public prosecuter. Moreover, Pal Howard
is a family man, not a
bachelor; he understands
firsthand the problems of family and the difficulties in raising

First of all, or. Mayer. I
identified many unmarked
graves through Many sources
My main source for those who
died after 1911, when-the state
death cer:
began
tificates, was the county Health
Department. Each death certificate gave date of birth and
death, parents names, including mother's maiden
the Senate seat, as the name, and place of burial
Republican party has selected These were invaLuible sources
an outstanding candidate to op- which are no longer publicly
pose the Graves County. can- available. Since the time when
didate. He is Ray Reeves who is I did this, there has been a law
a very successful businessman, passed protecting the privacy
owning Murray-Calloway of families who may not want
County Realty Company; West these death certificates made
Kentucky Asphalt Co.; and Old public.
Kentucky Pioneer Furniture
I have inadvertently made
Co.
some problems for the people
He has 11 years experience at the Health Department by
as an educator, four years as telling family researchers that
an administrator„ two years as _Lgotiny information there,It Ls
a college teacher, five years as possible to ask for a death
a public school teacher,serving record for someone of your imthree years in the U.S. Army.
mediate family,for a small fee,
He was an All America but beyond that, the records
athelete in college. All Army are now pretty much sealed
track champion in Europe. He Also, many of the records
holds an Associate of Arts formerly kept there have now
Degree; a B.S. degree; a been transferred to microfilm
Master of Arts degree, and a and are also unavailable.
Doctors degree in Philosophy.
So,at this point, I am not sure
Besides these qualifications, (being rather poor at recording
he is a Christian, a family man, my sources', where I learned
being married 1,3 years, and the the birth and death date of Berfather of two children.
tha Bedwell. I also researched
Do you feel like Calloway family Bible records and other
County will be better off by papers; although these sources
electing a Senator from Graves did not usually give the. place of
County or choosing a Calloway burial. So, if there is a reader
Countian like Mr. Reeves? who can help Dr. Mayer to
The choice is ours Nov. 3rd.
learn more about this family,
H.M.Scarborough
we will both appreciate it. Dr.
1713 Olive St.
Mayer's address is 1213 West
Murray,Ky.
Broadway, Mayfield 42066.

Choices To Be Made
To The Editor:
Before election day, Nov. 3
arrives, I would like to suggest
the necessity of "all"
registered voters to take time
off from what they are doing
long enough to vote.
On Nov. 3, we can unite
behind Att. David Buckingham
and elect an outstanding
District Judge, or we can stay
home, and allow this most important position to be given to a
_ &tarshall-Countian.
I would like to refreshen your
memory of a statement made
by Calloway County Chairman
Z. C. Enix, which appeared in
the Ledger de Times Tuesday
afternon, Oct. 6 after the
district executive committee
chose to select a Graves Countian to run for the State Senate
"I'm not mad, I'm just disappointed that we had an op• portunity to bring the Senate
seat back to Calloway County,
and we didn't."
It is easy to understand Mr.
Enix' dis.appointment as
Calloway County's last elected
senator was the Hon. George
Ed Overby, whose last term
was from 1959 to 1963.
It is still not too late to regain

Concerned About Proposals
Today In Historv

children.
Out of his accumulated years
of experience, Pal Howard has
developed the wisdom we want
in our District Judge. On that
basis he deserves our votes
next Tuesday.
Sincerely,
Mebiln E. Page

death, children and other facts
"I believed that she was
buried in Hicks Cemetery
under a sandstone. And to my
surprise, in your book you give
her name and the complete
date of her birth and death
Would you be so kind as to sup
ply me with your source of that
bit of information"' For if I
knew that, perhaps I would
know whom to contact for the
rest of her data.
"I have hopes that through
your column, perhaps someone
in Calloway County would
come forth with the information I so desired. But when I
saw the information given in
your new book, with only a
sandstone for a marker, I felt
sure you or someone may have
more; the names of the
children and what has happen
ed to them; or if any of the
grandchildren may be living
that can fill me in '

To The Editor:
Faculty members at KenToday is Saturday, Oct. 31, tucky's regional universities
the 304th day of 1981. There are are very concerned about the
61 days left in the year.
1982-84 budget proposals
Today's highlight in history:
recently made by the staff of
Ten years ago: South Viet- the Council on Higher Educanam released the first of tion. Those proposals would
almost three-thousand Viet dramatically reduce the
Cong prisoners under an percentage of the state's higher
amnesty program.
education budget going to the
Five years ago: President regional universities.
Gerald Ford and Democratic
Citizens and parents of
nominee Jimmy Carter were students at these universities
winding down the final days of should know that the majority
the 1976 presidential campaign. of the university students in the
One year ago: In exile in Commonwealth woult.. be
Cairo, Egypt,the son of the late seriously hurt if these proSlcah of -Iran proclaimed posals are adopted.
himself the successor to his
The recently publicized
father's Peacock Throne.
Prichard Committee Report
.Today's Birthdug: former recommended increased funAstronaut Michael Collins is-51. ding for higher education in.
CBS news anchorman Dan' Kentucky. Instead, the CHE
Rather is 50. Former U.S. At- siaff has proposed giving less
torney General Griffin Bell is money to the regional univer63. And actress Barbara Bel sities during the 1982-83 'year
Geddes is 59.
than was originally apThought for today: I am the propriated to them for 1981-82.
state. - Attributed to French Last weekend the Congress of
King Louis XIV (1638-1699).
Senate Faculty Leaders

characterized these budget
most invproposals as
propriate in light of the current
crisis in higher education."
The planned budget cut
(misleadingly ealled a "no
growth" budget) will lead to
fewer library and laboratory
resources, larger classes,
seriously inadequate faculty
salaries, the loss of better
faculty members, and a
general reduction in services
for students.
I encourage all voters, and
especially parents of students
currently attending Kentucky's
regional universities (Murray,
Western, Eastern, Kentucky
State, Northern, and
Morehead), to contact their,
elected representatives immediately and express their
concern for equitable support
of higher education at all. of
Kentucky's universities.
Sincerely,
Thomas B:Posey
President of the Murray
State University
Faculty Senate
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Saturday,Oct.31

Alcoholics•
Anonymous and
Almon will mad at II
p.m. at the west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Square and round
dancing will be at 7:30
p.m. at Woodmen of
the World Hall.

York Rite Festival
will start at 8 a.m. at
Murray Lodge No. 185
Free and Accepted
Masons, Highway 121
and Johnny Robertson
Road. Lunch will be
served at 12 noon. For
information call 7530790.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. 2.00
Cheri 8. C.Me
All Seats S1.50

Costume Halloween
and Haunted House
Party, sponsored by
God Squad and
Odyssey Groups, will
• start at 6 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

•

"Wait Until Dark"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at
8 p.m. and 12 midnight
at Playhouse in the
Park, Murray Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things
That Go Bump in the
Night will be
presented at 4 p.m., 5
p.m., 8 p.m., 10 p.m.
and 12 midnight at
Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.

13'e MURDER&
1423 LAUGHS r

Student
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Feeding and Sheltering Winter Birds will
be a slide program at 1
p.m. and 3 p.m. at
Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Homecoming Dance
is scheduled at Murray
Country Club with
David and Rosemary
Graham, Homer and
Debbie Branch, Burton and Kathy Young,
Bill and Mary Bogard,
and Bill and Kathy
Kopperud in charge of
the arrangements.
Sunday,Nov.1
Mr. and Mrs.
Calvert Harris will be
honored at a reception
on their 50th wedding
anniversary from 2 to
4 p.m. at the Community Room, North
Branch of .peoples
Bank.

Sunday, Nov,1
Karen Greer, Murray, will present a
Junior piano recital at
3:30 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Monday,Nov.2
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in
social hall, First
United' Methodist
Church.
Poplar Spring BYW
will meet at the home
of Marion Outland at 7
p.m.
Coldwater, United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m.
at the club house.
Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Lottie Moon Group,
First Baptist Church,
will have its meeting
at the church to hear
Betty Sledd, missionary,speak.
Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of
Westside Baptist
Church will meet in
the home of Kathryn
Starks at? p.m.
Adult Education
Class will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Chapter M, P.E.O.,
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie.
Chapter officers will
meet at 4 p.m.

Tuesday,Nov.3
Group II of First
Christian Church CWF
will meet at 2 p-m. An
home of Mrs. George
Hart with Beulah
McMiller and Rubye
Pool as cohoslesses.
Dorris Norris will give
the program.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Health Center.
Alcohol.ics
Anonymous will meet
at8 p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
DeltaVrtment of
Murray Womaq's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
the club house.
First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10
a.m. with the executive board to meet
at 9 a.m. and coffee to
be served at 9:30 atm.
Parents Arionymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Free blood pressure
tests will be from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at
Seventh-Day Adventist Church, South 15th
'id Sycamore Streets.
Murray Preschool
Corporation parents
meeting will be at 7
p.m. at Childhood
Education Center. Ann
Haney, teacher of
primary learning
disabilities at
Southwest, will speak
on "Recognizing Learning Readiness."
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Dexter at 9:30
a.m.; Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.M.; Ellis from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. with
local history course to
be taught at 10:30 a.m.
,
Dorothy Group of
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the home
of Mrs. George
Shoemaker.

Reason, alas, does not
move mountains. It only
tries to walk around them,
and see what is on the other
side." — George W. Russell.

In a new book entitled
"The Drawing of Trumps
and its Postponement,"
Fred Karpin leads the reader to the other side of the
mountain (Max Hardy
Publisher, 4680 West 141st,
Hawthorne, CA 90250,
86.95). The book covers
nianjr of the problems
encountered with pesky
trump suits and today's
hand offers a good example.
"On West's opening lead
of the jack of trumps, the
four was played from
dummy,and East put up the
queen! South took the trick
with his king.
"It's hard to fault declarer, a bit inexperienced, for
his next play. He reasoned
that West had started with
J-10-2 of trumps and East
the singleton queen. So he
played back a low trump
anal when West played the
deuce, dummy's nine was

By Bonnie Young
The halloween
spirit, along with witches, clowns and other
characters arrived
early at the Ellis Sr.
Citizen Center in Murray. On Thursday,Oct.
29 the members at
Ellis were treated to a
halloween party by a
group of students from
the Leisure and Aging
class at Murray State
University.
Participants at the
party enjoyed such activities as bobbing for
apples, a broom
balloon relay, passing
the balloon race and a
costume contest.
Those ladies taking
part in the costume
contest were judged by
the rest of the center's
members. All the
costumes were
creative and original,
making the judging
very difficult. The four
winners took home
pumpkins donated by
Storey's Food Giant in
Murray.
All the members at
the center who enjoyed
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Open 7:00-Start 7:15

Tonite
Thru Sun.
1st Feature
Reputed
Fri. & Sat. Nites

Murray Electric
System
It ‘1,,
, I MAIN SAO. 'VASSAL WI

Murray, Ky. '

EAST
•Q10
V9863
•9 5 4 2
•8 7 4

SOUTH
•K 8 6 5 3
V K5
•Q 106
•QJ2

Vulnerable: None.
North. The bidding:

Dealer:

Seth
64

West
l'aose
All

Opening lead

Spade jack

would probably have picked
up the trump suit despite
East's play of the queen.
Why? An experienced West
would lead the deuce from
J-10-2 instead of the., jack,
hoping that East could contribute a singleton king or
queen."
'BM with Cora
South holds:

10-31-81-B

•K 8 6 5 3
•K5
•Q 106
,4QJ2
North
14
I NT

Smith
14

ANSWER: Two no trump.
An invitational raise in case
North has a maximilm for
his bidding(13-15 points).
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O.Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

the afternoon of activities and worked
hard were treated to
cold apple cider
donated by Flippens
Hillbilly Farms on 641
north.
Director of Ellis
Center and other
centers in Murray is
Verona Grogan.
Participants at the
party included: Trudie
Miller, Tommie
Turner, W.0. Vaughn,
Madie Vaughn, Hazel
Locke, Pearlean Gordon, Jewell Byrd,
Hazel Workman,
Hazel L. Ahart, Lalla
Boyd, Thyra
Crawford, Daisy
Dunn, Thomas H.
Crider, Ruth Crider,
Trilley Cunningham,
Minnie B. Shrader,
Beula McMillin,
Thelma Bagwell, Maggie Pruitt, _Maggie
Paschall; Zack
Holmes, Maurian
George, Mary A.
Perry, J. D. Rogers,
Charlie Marr,
Hildrette Brown, H. D.
Brown, Treva Washer,
Lena Bucy, Thomas
Ahart, Jessie Robinson, Carl Miller, Meda
Jackson, J. A. Reaves,
Joe Miller, Bea Miller,
Florine Erwin and Edna McReynolds.

Winners of the Costume contest were,left to
right, Lalla Boyd, Maggie Pfuitt, Jewell Byrd
and Hazel Workman.

lie Marr and Ruth Crider prepare or
the balloon pass relay as MSU graduate student Charles Rauch explains the rules.

Ladies who had participated in the costume
contest and other activities at Ellis Center.
Standing: Lena Bucky, Thelma Bagwell,
Florine Erwin, Ruth Crider, kneeling
Pearlean Gordon.

Your Individual
Horoscope

+4.\610

FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 2,1981
What kind of day will tomorSCORPIO
row be? To find out what the
(Oct.23to Nov.21) Meelis
stars say, read the forecast
Your schedule could be
given for your birth Sign.
upset in some way. Though
ARMS
you're hopeful about long(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
range prospects, don't let an
Morning is your best time
immediate problem get you
for action. After a promising
down!
beginning,there maybe some
$AGTITARIUS
delays regarding an upcoming
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
career matter.
You're able to bring out the
TAURUS
best in others now, though a
(Apr.20to May 20)
friend though could disappoint
Think of the long run regaryou about a money matter. Be
understanding.
ding a work venture. Don't
become discouraged by temCAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Id
porary obstacles. Have faith
in your own potential.
You have progressive ideas,
but a higher-up may not see it
GEMINI
that way at present. You'll
(May 21to June 20)
have to rely on your innate paYou may get cold feet after
a promising romantic beginntience.
AQUARIUS
ing. Take time to get to know
one another. Don't expect im(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Educational
mediate miracles.
purshits
stimulate you now. Sign up for
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 641
courses. Don't let another's indifference cause you to alter
Lock is with you regarding a
domestic venture, but you
your position.
may be displeased by a
PLSCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC
relative's outlook. Romance
'
Dealings with friends are
may present problems now.
touch-and-go. New plans
LEO
regarding lasting security are
(July 23toAug.n)
worthwhile, but difficult to imEven if you can't work out
plement at present.
the details, you'll get the
overall picture regarding a
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive, imaginative and increative project. Rise above
negativism.
tuitiye. You will attain your
greatest success when you
vntGo
find practical ways to imple(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) UP U
l•
A financial project looks
ment your ideals. Selfdiscipline and strict applicaWrit tutit may entail some
sacrifices. A date may be
tion to security cause you to
shortnlose!.
..eh*neadai the last minute. Be
urgolf.
Medicine, writing, films, acadaptable.
LIBRA
ting, interior design, musk
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
and dancing are some of the'•
fields in which you'll find hapThough you may be pleased
piness. You have leadership
about yaw owl potential,lie
ability, but often wort in partjust es hopeful. aboid
nership. The business world
another's. Don't be a wt
may also appeal to you.
blanket.Strive to be fair.
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THE CURIOUS CASE Or THE
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Plus "Halloween II Late Show"
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 P.M.
Come In Costume & Save
$2.00 Off Regular Adult Adm.

This winter, be warm, but be safe.

•
WEST
•J 2
10 7 4 2
•8 7 3
4A 96 3

Fast
l's'.
l'ass

pass

18-31-81-A

Frames Drake

Nightmare
Isn't Over!

Heating with wood can be dangerous.
So, check the area near your wood heater or
fireplace to make sure curtains and furniture
are a safe distance away. Then install a smoke
detector and keep an ABC fire extinguisher
nearby.

NORTH
•A 9 7 4
VAQJ
*AKJ
•K 10 5

North
2 NT
44

Seniors Honored

11.1(.10r719.2141.,!1.1

COLD
WEATHER'S
COMING. DON'T
GET BURNED.

finemed, losing to East's 10.
Eventually, the defender's
club ace took the setting
trick.
"Had
East played
'normally' at trick one and
followed with his 10, declarer would have made his
slam with ease. After winning his trump king, another
trump would go to dummy's
ace and the trumps would
fall. Declarer would know
not to finesse in this case
since no West would lead
the trump jack from Q-J-2.
"Incidentally, had this
hand been dealt in an
advanced game, declarer

'
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McCarty And Rolm

Canned),-Rhoads I To Ifs Sa
Phyllis Cannedy,
:anddaug,hter of Mr.
Ind Mrs. Burie
Xaldrop of Murray,
and Bruce Rhoads
were married in a double ring ceremony on
Sept. 19 at Calvary
Baptist Church, Alton,
Ill.
- The Rev. Grady
Baskin officiated at
the ceremony with
Hayford Raby,
organist, and Diane
Walker, soloist,
presenting nuptial
music.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Cannedy, 3404
McArthur, Alton, Ill.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Rhoads of 614 St. Anthony,Godfrey,Ill.
The Bride
The bride wore an
organza gown with a
stand up collar of
venise lace and tulle
yoke trimmed with
venise lace. Lace and
pearl motifs accented
the bishop style sheer
sleeves and also outlined the three tiered
finger tip length veil.
The empire waist line
and organza skirt was
trimmed in lace. A
three tiered ruffle of
organza and lace lined
the hemline and extended around the
chapel length train.
Her bouquet was
made up of yellow
sweetheart roses,

Wedding Planned

guests.

The _bride 18... a. 199
graduate of Alton
Senior High School and
currently is attending
Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville. III.
A 1978 graduate of
Alton Senior High
School. the groom is
employed b McDonnell Douglas Corporation in St. Lotus. Mo.
After their honey-moon. the couple is
now residing in Alton,

000
.
11 101111111
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Cayla Lynn McCarty
and Stanford Randell Routt

11rs. Brace Rhoads
high empire waistlines
and long sleeVed matching jackets.
Brian Rhoads,
brother of the groom,
was best man.
Groomsmen were
Kevin Clark and Mark
Lorch, cousins of the
groom.
Ushers were Kevin
McKean and Bill
Tucker.
Reception
A.receptionfollowed
the ceremog, in the
church social rooms
with Deborah Walker,
Joanne Allan, Nancy
Genutis, and Rhonda
Lorch serving the

Your Individual
Horoscope

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman's Past Tricks
Leave Her Trap"ped
DEAR ABBY - I hope I'm not too messed up to be helped.
a nice-looking '.!6-year-old girl with a past I am not very
proud of. I was a hooker at 15. By the time I was 19. I had
three kids and was. married (and divorced) twice.
I went to work in a strip joint an a "B" girl. All I had to do
was sit with guys and get them to buy me drinks. It was an
easy $.100 a week. I worked four nights a week from,9 p.m. to
4 a m. which enabled me to be home every day and be a
go40
y) my kids
For the last five years I've been married to a guy I met at
work. I suppose I should tell you I started taking guys in the
back room and making from $800 to $1,000 a week. I'm not
very proud of this, hut I only had to work three nights a
vi-eek. I hate this job, but my husband won't let me quit
be, a use the money is so good: He says we could never make
it on v. hat he brings home (He drives a cab.)
Abby do you think if he really-hived me-he would let me
do this kind 4f work? I take a lot of abuse from gays and Fm
ashamed of what I do I feel trapped. Please tell me what to
MONA LISA IN JOLIET, ILL.

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 1,1981
be worthwhile. Visits win-,
What kind of day will tomorfriends aro exciting. Speak up
row be? To find out what th#
at group functions and let
stars say, read the forecasi
others know your views
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22toDec. 21) 3e1
ARILS
Insights come suddenly
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
now.
New
career
Initiative brings you career
developments are favorable
success. You're geared to acFind ways tp increase income.
complishment, and will en.---Be ready-to net on yotir own
counter many opportunities.
behalf.
Take charge now!
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19) V
(Apr.20 to May 20)
• You'll hear,some surprising
Sports and exercise put you
news. Distant interests,
in a happy frame of mind.
education and travel all bring
Close ties are unusually
benefits. Throw off lethargy.
perceptive about joint finanBe decisive.
cial matters.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
k.
(Jan. 20 toFeb. 18)
(May 21 to June 20)
Friends are helpful in
Unexpected help from
business. You'll find extra
another makes your day go
energy now to complete unsmoothly. Domestic interests
finished, tasks. Joint discusare -highlighted. Make plans
sions augur well.
regarding overall Security.
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll receive some good
Follow thatimpulse to unadvice unexpectedly. Social
prove physical fitness. You'll
life brings new romantic openjoy gadding about with a
poktunity. Don't be afraid.0
close tie. Share your -ideas
go after what you truly desire.
with others.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
self-reliant and possess
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4.12{g
leadership ability. At times
An impromptu get-together
your ego can cause you to go to
at your place should be fun.
extremes. You need to develop
New financial or business opa lighter touch to achieve your
portunities may arise now, so
greatest success. An original
take the initiative.
thinker, you're often drawn to
VIRGO
creative areas. Writing, films
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
and the theater may appeal to
A loose schedule benefits
you. Law, politics, religion.
you now. Be flexible. Take the
teaching, medicine and
first step in romance and show
science are other fields in
others how much you care. Be
which you'd find happiness.
daring.
Learn to be flexible and adapLIBRA
table. Birthdate . of: Stephen
(Sept.23to Oct. 22) —
Crane, writer; Gary Player,
An unexpected gift may argolfer.
rive. News from afar is pleasant. Catch up with neglected
household projects and tackle
major projects now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov.21)
An impulsive buy proves to

dr

no,

®

ffp%

DEAR MONA LISA: Don't ask your husband — tell
him you are quitting your job. Then quit! And if he
gives you any stride, leave him.
* ••

I /EA R ABBY I used to own my own business and usually
kept hours from a.m. to 7 p.m., six days a week. When I
st.irted to talk about retiring. my wife said, When you
retire. you'd better find somewhere to go because I don't
want you hanging around the house, under my feet all day!"

Teti ti

Group

Plans Ft)r

Other state, home,and
foreign missionaries
will be present to
discuss their work
with th9se in attendance.
A fellowship potluck
meal will be served at
12:15 p.m. in the

DEAR ABBY I just read theta :11 year old Pennsyl%iinia .
school teacher la married woman with a &year old daughter
no less) was charged with raping two teen age .tsly unr,
was 13 and the other 15 The teacher was said to have
seduced these boys in various places, including her home
her car and a schoolroom closet!
Abby, the whole thing sounds ridiculous to me Any.boys
big enough to have sex are old enough to defend thernnelves
(I'd like to see the teen-age boy who couldn't run faster than
a-31-year-old woman
I can't believe a woman can force a man or ho% hi have
y,..wx
against his will Please comment
SKBPTICAL IN SCARSDALE
DEAR SKEPTICAL: The Woman was charged with
statutory rape — engaging in sex with a minor.
Whether the boys were "willing" or not is irrelevant.
DEAR ABBY: I recently hired a 3.5 year Old housekreper
She's neat, clean, quiet and competent, and I iike her very
much: There is only one problem. She answers my tele
phone, "Praise the Lord'
I don't have the nerve to ask her to Writhe answer the
telephone with "Mrs. So-and-so's residence" E‘iena simple
"Hello" would satisfy me
Any suggestions? If you use this letter in your column. she
might get the message. Thank you (P.S, I HIT all for
praising the Lord. Abby, but I'm afraid someone might
think he's dialed a wrong number and got a church or ii
rescue mission by mistake)
PORTO!A VALLEY
DEAR VALLEY: It's your home,so don't hesitate to
instruct your housekeeper to answer your phone
with the conventional "Mrs. So-aria-so's residence."

Fellowship Hall. The
Association is made of
Baptist Churches in
Calloway and Marshall Counties. All
members and interested persons are
urged to attend, the
director said.

Program Prsented

Play

Valerie Henderson
presented the program
OA "'Icing God's Time
Wisely" at the meeting
of the Coldwater Baptist Church Women's
organization on Oct. 13
at 7 p.m. at the church.
The prayer calendar
and scripture reading
from Psalm 23 were by
Nancy Hamilton. Reba
Kelly was hostess.
Other members pre-

Group C of the
Lathes--Tennis of the
Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday,
Nov. 3,. at Kenlakc
Tennis Center. The
group will leave at 9
a.m. from Dakota
Feed and Grain.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One -- Annette
Alexander, Deanna
Parker, Carol Waller,
and Leisa Faughn.
Court Two — Cathy
Young and Cathy
Mattis.
Renee Wynn will be
an alternate.

sent were Wilma Jean
Sanders, Marge West,
Rhonda Daniell, Fern
Darnell, Betty
Darnell, Sue Madding,
Judy Darnell, and Emma Lou Adams. A
visitor was Melanie
Hamilton.
The next meeting
will be Tuesday, Nov.
10, at 7 p.m. at the
church with Emma
Lou Adams ashostess.

Going
Out of Business
Starts Monday
10:00 a.m.
Reduced

30-40-50%
AD Pfaltxgneff,
Louisville, Stoneware,
Oneida Flatware
limited quantity

Everything Must Go

a'7
Dixieland Center
753-8738

.0§AAAA"v4AAAAAAAAAAANNAAAA0
"Help The
State Champs"
Calloway Co.
Speech Team
Is Selling
4-Star Fruit
For The Citrus

•

0vs"

CJ.

DEAR TIME: You rattled the right cage! This I. the
Year of the Handicapped, and in light of the current
budget cutbacks in program" for education and for
the handicapped and senior citixen•, volunteers •rr
badly needed.
Contact your area volunteer center. You will he
amazed and delighted at the variety of activities that
are available to you. Or look in the Yellow Pages
under "Social Siervice and Welfare Organixations.".
Offer your services. Some organization will thank
you, and you'll thank me.(And too will. your wife.)

WMU ConferencePkinned
The Blood River
Baptist Association
WMU will host a
special Missions Conference at First Baptist Church on Monday, Nov. 2, at 10 a.m.
Connie White, director, said the Rev. Maxwell Sledd, missionary
to Nigeria, will be the
-feured speaker.

member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma Sororit
and is an Alpha Tau
Omega Little Sister
The groom-elect, a
Ira graduate of Murray High School, is a
senior majoring in
bourne's administration at Murray State
University. Hs la a
member'of the ROTC
and of the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.
A May wedding is
being planned.

I thought she was kidding But after I sold trt husinriso
and actually retired. I found out she wasn't kidding
So. Dear Abby. where do you suggest 1 go? 1,:m reasonably
intelligent and in good health
TIME ON MY HANDS

Dealt)
white elegance, baby's
breath and ivy.
Maid of honor was
Cynthia Cannedy,
sister of the bride. She
carried a nosegay of
white daisies, yellow
elegance, and baby's
breath.
Bridesmaids were
Linda Rhoads and
Susan Rhoads, sisters
Of the groom.
They carried white
lace fans decorated
with white daisies,
yellow elegance and
baby's breath.
All the attendants
wore sea foam green
quiana dresses with

1

Mr and Mrs. Gayle
F. McCarty of
Morgentield announce
the engagement of
their dasigtter. Gayle
Lyna, to Stanford
Randall Root*, son at
Lk. and Mrs. Randall
G. Radial Murray.
The bride-olect, .a
11179 graduate of Union
County High School, is
a junior majoring in
elementary education
it Murray State
University. She is a

Sale

Mohammed:
Messenger Of
God

•

BAPTIST STUDENT
CENTER
•
800 Waldrop
Murray State University

A Film About The
Prophet Of Islam

Monday, Nov..2
6:00 KM. & 9:00
PAC
.
University Center
Auditorium
Sponsored By
Moslem Student Association
& UCI Film Committee

November 2-5
-700 p.m. nightly
Noon Luncheon
• Each Day at 12:30
.

Speaker-Steve Hale

a

I
.
•

Evansville. Int-Murray State Alornai

Music Director Phi! Johnson
.

Princeton 1st Baptist fherch

We Need Your

••
suppolt
•1011AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA011101ANY~
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Businesses To Vote
On Amendment

t) and Guy
'IKT SERVICES — New store manager Ralph Jones(
Mitchell of IKT Services check inventory with the store's computer.
•

IKT Names Store Manager
Ralph Jones recently was named store
manager of the IKT
Services,504 Maple St.

solve your
cellar
drainage
problems!

(

CELLAR DRAINER
Notect youisell
against cellai
flooding with a
low rust STA RilE
.tellai Creme,
Installed- in (be
cella, sump it
300(11eItcally

chains away
laundry wale,
seepage and
affords eco
doffilmess
nomical IIISUIVICe against
.
ily
heavi speing flooding fes
Installed in the sump this
Maine( pumps up to 3600
gallons of water pet NOW
Sued and Serviced by

Murray
Supply Co.
1011 Mar

753-3361

Jones will be in
charge of inventory
maintenance and sales
of the store.
A graduate of Murray High School and
Murray State Univetsity, Jones has four
years experience in
the auto and truck
parts and accessories
business.
Jones also is a captain in the army
reserve.
Guy Mitchell,
counter clerk, also
gives four years of experience to the store.
The store carries
complete lines of auto
and truck parts and
accessories, foreign
car parts. DuPont auto
paints, TRW engine
and transmission
parts, Mr. Gasket products and four lines of
tools.
New and rebuilt
parts are guaranteed.
Service manuels also
are available.
The store has a computer system which
conducts the store's
billing and keeps track
of the inventory.

Hours are from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday. The phone
number is 753-4461.

Minshall
Assigned
To Group
Dennis R. Minshall,
special assistant to the
deputy undersecretary of labor for
employment standards, has been
assigned temporarily
to the White House
communications of•
fice.
Minshall, a graduate
of Murray State
University, will be

Dennis R. Anshan

Don't
Hesitate To
Insulate!

working on the White
House public affairs
task force for the
President's economic
recovery program.
Before joining the
department of labor,
he served as director
of media for the
Reagan-bush campaign in Ohio.
Minshall received
both his B.A. and MS.
degrees. in Communications from
Murray State.

Kentucky voters will
find two constitutional
amendments on the
ballot Nov. 3, and the
business community of
the state is intensely
interested in one of
them.
But it's not the
amendment that deals
with various taxation
matters, as might be
supposed would interest bottom-line
types. The one drawing discussion in the
business community is
the same one that's
drawing all. the
political attention: the
so-called succession
amendment, which
would allow current
constitutional officeholders, including
Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., to succeed
themselves in 1984. It
also would allow county sheriffs to run for an
unlimited number of
terms.
The intriguing thing
about business interest
in the succession
amendment is that the
business community is
divided in its position.
The Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce vigorously opposed the ballot issue
and is providing staff
services for the antiamendment forces.
Yet the Louisville
Area Chambr officially supports-the amendment, although that
chamber's activities
have been low-key. No
other local chambers
are known to have
adopted a position contrary to that of the
state chamber.
Lists of supporters
and opponents of the
amendment show a
similar split among
business leaders.
William Stone, president of Louisville
Plate Glass and a
leader among organized activities by the
state's small business
community, is a
vociferous opponent
and has engaged in
public debate and appeared on television to
proclaim that "as an
independent
businessman, I am
suspicious of all con-

Tuck Opens Business
Compared to a home with no insulation, one that is
fully weatherized and insulated can,reduce heating
costs by half An insulated home is a good
investment and con mean subMantial savings Cr
your electric bill
Ask us for free booklets on insulating
and weatherizing your home

West Ky. Rural
Electric
Coop-Corp.
7534341

Murray-Mayfield

'Diet) Tuck has announced the opening of
her new business —
Terra-Plans Landscape Consultants,
specializing in landscape design portfolios.
Tuck's motto "making the world more
beautiful" explains
her aim in designing
new landscapes and
redesigning older
landscapes to increase
the esthetic, as well as
the market value, of a
home or business.
•

\4
4FWe at

4M,,

'

the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

Tuck previously
taught ornamental
horticulture for two
years at Murray State
University.
Studies indicate a
quality, professional
landscape may increase the value of a
home or business up to
10 percent, Tuck said.
During this period of
high interest rates and
slumping housing
sales, a beautiful landscape could be the difference in selling or
not selling a home,she
added.
This service also
may be used by a "doit-your-selfer "who
wants to do his or her
own landscape.
For more information or for a fee quotation, contact TerraPlans Landscape Consultants, Rt. 1, Box
153-B, Murray, 4891626.

Ralph Jones Jerry T. Shroat
Ozark Log Homes Stove Shoppe

a;

DRESS MAKING

IPS
.
4

•

•>

Jerry T.Shroat
ment of Jerry T.
Shroat as president
and chief operating officer of Progressive
American and Progressive Southeastern
Insurance Companies.
Shroat has been with
The Progressive Cor-

'Hems-Up Or Down
*Seams - In Or Out

(owner: Theo Tuck)
alo

MAYFIELD
VILLAGE, Ohio —
Peter B. Lewis, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer
of The Progressive
Corporation, announced the appoint-

Open Mon.-Nov.2
Any Kind of Alterations

•

)

Insurance Firm
Appoints Shroat

"THE TAILOR SHOP"

Gary Key Dennis R. Minshall
CrOig McCrystal
.Terra-Plans Landscape Consultants
rr

Louie Nunn.
Unlike many ballot
issues on which
business leaders are
commonly united,
there's no clear-cut
guidance to voters who
might wish to vote
On the other hand, "pro-business."
Yet to many of those
business leaders
publicly listed as sup- who support or oppose
porters of the amend- the amendment; the
ment include such succession issue does
names as Louisville in- have some meaning to
surance man Dinwid- the business communidie Lampton; W.E. ty. Governor Brown,
Burnett, president of for one, says it's
Kentucky Central Life ridiculous for a corInsurance in Lex- poration to hire a chief
ington; Bill Butler, executive officer for
president of W. T. four years, without
Butler in northern renewal,-and of course
Kentucky; eastern he sees state governKentucky bankers ment as "Kentucky &
Charles Beech of BeatHis opponents say
tyville and G.B.
Johnson of Ashland; business interests —
and Owensboro along with labor inbusinessmen Tom terests — would find
Green and David themselves subservient to a powerful
Hocker.
governor who had reThere's no ready exelection possibilities
planation to be drawn
and could use those
from party affiliation,
possibilities to extract
e ither. The
concessions. Issues
Democratic Brown adsuch as unemployment
ministration, who are
taxes, workers' comleaders of the propensation, corporate
amendment forces,
taxation and structure
also draws support
of financial institufrom well-known
tions come immediateRepublicans like cur- ly to
mind.
rent Louisville canSo it will be indidates George Clark, ,
teresting to see how
a businessman who is
the vote goes on Nov.
running for mayor,
3. Among the business
and John Yarmuth, a
community, at least,
magazine publisher
there are bound to be
running for county
lots of smiles and lots
commissioner.Marlow
of frowns, no matter
Cook, former
which way it goes.
Republican U.S.
Senator from KenKENT.0 C K Y
tucky, is a coSTOCKS ON THE
chairman of the comLAST WEEK:
mittee promoting MOVE
Market direction was
passage.
upward. Leading
The anti - gainers: Brown amendment forces in- Forman,(AMEX), to
/
2; Glenclude prominent 30 from 281
Democrats, notably more (AMEX),to 20%
former governor Bert from 19; biggest
Combs, now an at- declines: CONNA
/
2 from
torney, as well as pro- (OTC), to 121
minent Republicans 14; Jerrico (OTC), to
like former governor 20from 2114.

-Mag.
%now .
•••••••—.1•10.1110
,

(owners: Tommy and Gail Miller
Charlotte and Pearly McClure)

41
0;

centration of
power...therefore I oppose the succession
amendment, which
w ould bestow
unlimited power upon
an already imperial
governorship."

By Awf

CUSTOM
QUILTING
Come By & Meet

Sue Miller
Tish Gardner
Mon.fri
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sot.8-5
101 H. 12th

759-1177

ANNE..

am

poration for 10 years,
most recently serving
as senior vice president of Marketing of
Progressive Casualty
Insurance Company.
Prior to that he served
as the company's vice
president of Operations for three years.
Shroat is a 1963
graduate of Murray
State University and a
1959 graduate of the
Murray Training
School.
His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Shroat,
reside on Parklane in
Murray.
The Progressive
Corporation is a
Cleveland-based insurance and financial
services holding company specializing in
providing nonstandard and specialty
types of insurance.
In recent A.M. Best
Company releases, the
Progressive insurance
group was cited as the
most profitable (1980)
and as the third fastest
growing (1976-1980) of
the top 100 propertycasualty companies or
groups in the United
States.

Charlotte McClure, Gail Miller

Stoves, Furnaces
Sold At Shoppe
The Ozark Loa Shoppe.
Along with various
Home Stove Shoppe
carries a complete line Sizes and shapes of
of wood-burning fur- stoves and furnaces to
naces and several accommodate the
brands of wood- needs of any home,accessories including
burning stoves.
Located on the wood racks, ash totes
Highway 121 by-pass and wood rugs also
across from The are sold.
Showcase, the stove
The shoppe will inshoppe stocks Ember stall and service all
Hearth, Knight and items it sells. Also, it
Old-Timer stoves, all features service on
which have been ap- all brands of stoves
proved by the Ten- and furnaces.
nessee Valley AuthoriThe Millers still are
ty. The stores also
the:r
maintaining
sells Defiance stoves.
home
log
Ozark
Owners of the
the same
shoppe are Tommy business at
and Gail Miller and location.
The stove shoppe is
Charlotte and Pearly
McClure. McClure is a open from 9 a.m. to 5
certified TVA in- p.m. Monday through
staller. He also is. a Saturday.For more inbrick mason and can formation about the
do all necessary brick stoves and the furnaces, dial 753-6774, or
work in homes.
The McClures are stop by the log cabin
the former managers on 121 to see several
of the Fireplace display models.

McCrystal Elected
To CATV Office
Craig McCrystal, of
American Television &
Communication Corp.
of Murray, recently
was elected secretarytreasurer of the Kentucky CATV Association.
McCrystal will
assume his duties Jan.

1.
Other new officers
include Jim Hays III,
manager of McKee
Television Enterprises
Inc., president; H.
Keith Lucas, CPI of
Louisville, first vice
president; and Reed
Anderson, Cynthiana
Cable, second vice
president.
Members of the
board of directors for
the caming year are
Limestone Cable Vision, Maysville; Joe
Taylor, OVC Telecommunications,
Richmond; Paul Butcher, Big Sandy Cable
TV, Paintsville; Doug
Shank, Western Kentucky Cable TV,
Somerset; Hal
Sagraves, Owensboro
Cablevision,
Owensboro; Jim
Ferguson, Southern
Cable Corp., Corbin;
and Max Hertweck,
TeleCable of Lexington.
Roy Taylor,
Burnside-Comex
CATV, Somerset, immediate past president, also will
serve on the board of.
directors.
The membership of
the Kentucky CATV
Association includes
representatives of 110,

Getting settled
made simple1
llow-foito dilemmas fide
aftot a WILANIE WIIM call.
As yaw iloofess, Ws soy tot fruatio pa mate thi
woof of yogi's*, soigliberlarot ear.okopoias haw
Cow doity opporfoafflos. lassie' attraction. Left
iaolo to sive you Haw aid swoop.
Moo a basket of gifts for year family.
III ha fishwife.for yaw soli.
elcome J awn
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
4924348
Inge King

member cable television systems that
serve more than
283,000 homes
throughout Kentucky.
The members of the
Association meet
every spring and fall
to exchange ideas and
explore new ways of
improving service to
their customers.

Gary Key
Receives
Award
Gary Key, territory
manager for
Supersweet Feeds, has
been awarded the
Trailblazer award as
being one of the top 10
salesmen in the United
States. He has been

Gary Key
with the company for
five years serving the
Purchase area of Kentucky and Southern Illinois.
This special award
will entitle Key to
meet with the Honor
Council at the main
headquarters of the
company in Minneapolis, Minn., in
November. This will
be an all expense paid
trip for Key..and his
wife, Faye, a
secretary at Westview
Niicsing.Home..
I ey is the son of
Jessie Key and the late
Harry Key of Murray.
They have one
dauglar, Debbie, an
eighth grade student
at Calloway Middle
School.
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Programs'
Menus
Announced

•
•
•

•

Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of
Nov. 24 have been
released.
Meals are served
Monday through Friday at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
on Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis Centex.
Meals are also sent out
each week day.
The menus are as
follows:
Monday — roast
beef, Au Jus, baked
potato, green beans,
hot roll, butter, sliced
peaches, milks coffee
or tea.
Tuesday — Swedish
meatballs, french
fried mushrooms,
creamy cole slaw, hot
roll, butter, apple,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — baked
chicken, cauliflower
with white sauce peas,
hot roll, butter, apricot
halves, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday — baby
beef liver with onion
gravy, mashed
potatoes, collard
greens, hot roll, butter, pineapple, cheese
cake, orange, milk,
coffee or tea.
Friday — roast beef
and mushroom gravy,
sliced carrots, rice,
hot roll, butter, diced
pears, milk, coffee or
tea.
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.Boy's

Succinct
Ran Sums" ug1+1

Men's

15%OFF

2.77 3.33
Boys', Men's 3-pack Knit Briefs

Sturdy 'Rol Next( Cm,

Our Reg.
LoW Price

Sheer Energy Panty Hose
Sheer or _reinforced toe. Stretch nylon/
spandex, cotton panel. Misses' A, B. queen

White cotton knit with elastic waistband.
50% polyester,50% cotton.
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"InnmEm ••••••••0
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Cedric Special

10Black a Decker

SIU Alumni
Selects
Mofield

STANDARD
BULBS
LIGHT

Dr. Ray Mofield,
professor of journalism and radiotelevision at Murray
State University, has
been named an officer
of the Southern Illinois
University National
Alumni Association.
Mofield, who received his doctorate from

Paig Wye 1750
Orq Tet NI Was

With Wood
Cutting Illade

41tei

Our Reg.9.97

.2

10.88
Black & Decker& Jigsaw
Cuts wood, metal, plastic,
more. Double-insulated.

or Steam-and-Dry iron

Save on or Bright Stile
25" fluorescent unit snaps in
place, no fixture needed

25 steam vents. Durever
.
cordset. Permanent-press set.

With
10 oz. Coke•
Diluter, Coke
pieces chicken, whipped
ototoes, gravy, vegetable
oil/butter.
•coco-coioana Core ore regnregert trootwnotits
Ihe tarns peoluct of Itie

Dr. Ray Mofield
SIU, was named vice
president of the institution's alumni
association. The group
represents SIU
graduates throughout
the United States and
internationally.
A native of Hardin in
Marshall County,
Mofield previously
served as a board
member of the SIU
alumni association. He
was elected to the vice
presidency at the
association's recent
homecoming meeting.
Mofield's long
teaching career has included five years at
SIU where he served
as director of
academic affairs for
the department of
radio-television and
directed news and
sports for radio and
television.
Mofield also earned
the A.B. degree with
distinction at Murray
State and earlier this
year was among Murray graduates to be
honored as "Outstanding Alumni."
Mofield joined the
staff at Murray State
in 1964 as executive
assistant to the presi--dept, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods. He served as
chairman of the
department of communications from 1968
to 1975.
• He earned the M.A.
degiee meonornics at —
Columbia University
and the doctopte in
speech at SIU. He also
did graduate work in
radio-television at
Northwestern University,

DIVILOP AND PRINT
odacoloreifocar
Color Print Films
up to

12-Exp. 1.66

Enerty firmer
Mare Illerreth
11are CxymfnM
Irrm

L37
13x13"

up to

20-Exp.2.66
up to

24-Exp. 3.3i
up to

36-Exp. 4.16
Our Reg.9.67

Our Reg. 2.27

•C-4) MOMS WAS Ow
C.22 AM 400 SUrettR If MOM

,67

Inquire About Our
On-time Service

!
)
t ufn2ciIe

Terry Kitchen Towels
Woven check cotton 16x26"
Our Reg. 1.87,3 Dishcloths, Bell

Warm Twin Flat Sheet
Polyester/cotton flannelette. Print, colors

Floating Flashlight
Weatherproof, sealed
case. With 2 batteries.

Sale Price

Sale Price

1.97

1.17

Ea.

Motown

Original Equipment
Spin-on Type Filters
AC Delcol,, Moporx and
Motorcraft't oil filters fit
many General Motors,
Chrysler and Ford pars.

Oumout* Carburetor And
Fuel System Cleaner
12-oz.• size. Helps stop
stalling and rough idling
Helps remove gums, varnish and moltfure.
CAIVINETON
MST/TM
MAWS

-

Solari
Dept

-ti

•
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OT Field Goal Ends Tigers' Title Hopes
„

courage and never- back Dave McCormick
say-dieattitude of both saved one of his better
squads involved.
rushing performances
Panther cooch Ken for the championship.
Barrett said before the showdown and only a
game that this one was few minutes into the
for "all the marbles" third period tw broke
and no one would be the 1,000 yards gained
deceived about how mark for the season.
important the contest For the game he acwas to either school. -cumulated 155 total
Apparently, at least yards on 24 carries.
from the player's
During a brief break
standpoint, no one on the sidelines Mcforgot the importance Cormick admitted he
of the district crown.
wasn't sure how many
Russellville running yards he needed during the gime to break
the 1,000 yard mark,
but when he heard the
announcement over
the stadium loud
speaker he bounced
around like on a spring
shouting. "I got it, I
got it...Now let's get
some more points and
win this ballgame."
At the time
Russellville possessed
a 14-7 advantage.
Before it was over,
each squad would
score once more with
the outcome favoring
the hometowners.
Russellville controlled the game from its
beginning, keeping the
Tigers off balance.
deep-in their own territory. McCormick
assisted in the first
Panther drive that
ended with a fumble on
Murray's two yard
line.
MHS was forced to
punt on their first
series and Russellville
began what was to
-become a 14-play, 60yard scoring drive
capped by a one-yard
TD burst by McCormick early in the second period.
Undaunted, the
Tigers fought back and
evened the score at 7all when running back
Steve McDougal's second effort carried
him over the line from
three yards out with
3:31 left in the first
half.
McCormick exploded on the first play of
REFLECTIVE — Russellville head football coach Ken Barrett
the next Panther
crouches on the sidelines while his team is enroute to its second conseries and trekked 52
secutive district crown via a 17-14 overtime victory over visiting Muryards to the Murray 19
ray High.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector
before defensive back
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Fans poured onto
Rhea Stadium's field
last night and set fire
to the band director's
platform in
celebrating the second
consecutive district
championship of their
hometown Russellville
Panthers.
Unfortunately for
the two bus loads of
Murray High supporters, there was little to celebrate despite

the gallant effort of the
Tigers in the 17-14
overtime lass Friday
night
"I really don't have
any comment at this
time," a somber coach
John Nina said before
adding, "Except I'm
awfully proud of our
players right now."
Although the
scoreboard told of a
narrow victory by the
Panthers, there's so
much it couldn't begin
to display about the

Tuesday Nov. 3rd
Don't Miss These Demonstrations

Ken Murphy could
muscle him out of
bounds. Murphy only
prolonged the inevitable for three
plays, though, as
quarterback Joey
Williamson hit Tim
Williams with a 6-yard
toss for the second
Panther TD.
Bone-jarring defensive play and
numerous penalties
alternately
highlighted and lowlighted the second half
with first one team,
then the other gaining
the field advantages.
With 1:55 on the
third period, clock.
Russellville
threatened when a
McDougal punt was
batted out of bounds at
Murray's 40, but on a
fourth-and-six situation tackle Robbie
Wilburn sliced through
the Panther blockers
and doorjanuned the
shifty McCormick inside the Murray 25.
The turnover followed by a 57-yard punt by
McDougal kept the
Panthers from the
Murray end of the field

Regulation time ran
out with Russellville
nearing midfield and
.the Tigers entered
their first overtime
game of the season.
Russellville had
defeated another
district contender,
for awhile, but it Ballard Memorial,
wasn't until Wilburn just two weeks earlier
sacked Russellville's in an overtime situaWilliamson and forced tion scoring a
the Panthers to punt touchdown in the extra
that the tide began to period to win 14-8.
favor a Tiger scoring
Perhaps the exdrive.
perience paid off
The teams exchang-. because Randy
ed punts on the Pan- Stewart, who had kickthers' end of the field ed both Panther extra
with the clock ticking points in the game,
down from the five- came through with a
minute mark.
clutch 15-yard field
MHS finally put goal to put the Pantogether a seven-point thers ahead when their
attack which was aid- three previous plays
ed by and unsport- had stalled on the
smanlike conduct Tiger six yard line.
penalty and a pass inMurray also ran
terference call in the three unsuccessful
plays which netted (-9)
Panther end zone.
Tiger QB David Mc- yards and forced
Cuiston eased a pass to kicker Denham to atMcDougal who scored tempt a yarder which
from nine yards out squibbed far right to
and David Denham ad- give the district crown
ded his second extra to Russellville.
point kick of the night
The Panthers, 7-3
to tie the game at 14.
overall with Fulton

County left on their
district ticket, earned
the title no matter
-what the outcome of
next week's game is
because the tiebreaker system grants
Russellville the
playoff berth if the
Panthers and Murray
end in a 4-1 tie in the
district.
MHS has Lone Oak
left on its home
schedule and currently
stands at 5-5 with a 4-1
district mark.
Russellville, by virtue
of winning the Class A
district crown, will
host the regional competition at Rhea
Stadium, Nov. 13.
SCORING PLAYS
(2nd quarter) Russellville
— McCormick 1-yard run.
Stewart kick good- 10:39.
(2nd quarter) Murray —
McDougal 3-yard dive.
Denham kick good-2:21.
(2nd quarter) Russellville
— Williamson to Williams 9yard pass. Stewart kick good 1:12.
(4th quarter) Murray —
McCuiston to McDougal 9yard pass. Denham kick good
(Overtime) Russellville Stewart 25-yard field goal.
tifiS
MHS

0 14 0 0 3 17
0 7 0 7 0 14

BOUNCES AWAY — Like the ball Tiger defensive back Mark Boggess almost intercepted,so went
the Tigers' opportunity to become the Class A district champain 1981. Arriving too late to help were
Tiger teammates Randy Halley(20)and Ronnie Pace(10).
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

Green Tip-In Gives Go-Ahead
In First Racer Cage Exhibition
Glen Green's rebound tip with two
seconds remaining
lifted the White squad
to a 65-63 win over the
Blue squad last night
in the Murray State

At The MSU Expo Center
In Conjunction With the Solar Energy Fair

*Tree Felling
*Chain Saw
Maintenance S.
Safety

*Techniques of
Cutting A Tree
For Firewood
*Avoiding Hazardous
Cutting Situations

3 Sessions Only 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Combined Lecture & Demonstration By John-Boiteer of

Boyer Tree Service
Open To The Public

Bring Tear Own Sow & Participate in Demo

The contest was tied
basketbal 1
Racer coach Ron
Homecoming scrim- Greene. "Both teams 13 times, including 63mage at Racer Arena.
showed unselfishness 63 with just 16 seconds
"We rebounded well on the court and were left to play. The Blue
and I thought it was an impressive at times. team had fought back
fairly even scrimmage We have a long way to from an eight point
till the end," said -go defensively."
deficit midway in the
second half.
Green took scoring
honors for the White
squad with 16 points.
Transfer Ricky Hood
was impressive in his
debut with 13 points
and nine rebounds.
to make
support
Calloway County,
Walt Davis, conneccoucontinuing
of
concerned citizenrespect for ond
ting on all eight free
nty.
I as a
confidence in
throw attempts, conthis
known myBOIOAtille, sheriff-elect of enforced the law equally
tributed 10 for the winin
years
and
eight
of David Saientinehos upheld
last
ning
White squad.
the
is
during
sheriff. He
Junior guard LaCalloway County,He will do so os
_ David
in
mont Sleets- led the
and fairly as deputy sheriff.
County will go
copocity
balanced Blue scoring
ant.
lloway
his
sery
of
support
public
of Ca
citizens
their
devoted
attack
with 16 points.
a
rest of the
and express
Freshman
Sidney
-I hope the on November 3
support, your
polls
Bolden scored 11
your
votes.
but
to the
their
great deal,
points while Sammy
Salentine with
is worth o you ue
support
s it. . in this letter are
Curran
and Kenney
f
i
Your
more,
representeo
Center
much feelings
of
worth
Hammonds
each addcommuy
nit
vote, is thoughts ond
all of thern.
ed 10.
of the
people
t
olmos
The
representative of the hove talked with people who supThe Blue team hit
this since I of some of those truly represen52.8
percent from the
know
was
signatures
IZidge I
know that I
field while the White
collected the
would
I
just so I
process is not
Salentine
team connected on 39.7
prition
comty.
port
muni
elec
his ofthe
percent.
mary
wins
the
candidate
of
tative
voted in the sure your
November 3.
The Racers next
be
Even if you
wont to general election on
scrimmage will be
complete. If you
the
-Nov. 14 at Emipence
must vote in
,
fice: you
sincerely,
,(Ky.) High School.The
Most
.
Dooalson
teani will return to
LywdoMurray
.
Racer Arena Nov. 19 to
Rt.6,
host the Marathon Oil
team in Aniex4i.bi.tion
contest.
Blue (63) Sleet/116, Bolden
11, Curran 10, Hammonds 10,
Frady 8,Sanders 4, McDuffen
4, Adams0.
White (65)"Green 16, Hood
13, Davis 10, Slaughter 9,
Martin 9, Youngblood 4,
Stewart 2,!McKinney 2

•
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Calloway Just Keeps On Rolling

SHADOWED - Laker tailback Jeff Garrison (33) tries to out-run his Webster County
shadow in Friday's284 victory.
-Staff photo by John Salerno

Card Matching
Reveals Alumni
Golf Winners

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The county's Big
Red Football Machine
is picking up steam.
Friday night the
playoff-bound Laker'
defeated Webster
County 284, giving
Calloway the undisputed District 1,
Region 1 Class AAA
crown with a 5-0
record. They are 8-2
overall.
Tommy Workman's
performance, 22 carries for 94 yards and
two touchdowns, was
the highlight of the
game as the strong
senior fullback brokek
the 1,000-yard rushing
mark for this season.
Although he sat out
two games, Workman
now has 1,060 yards on
182 carries.
After the game,
Laker Head Coach
Sam Harp said "Tommy is the kind of football player every team
needs. He brings out
the winner in himself
and it rubs off on the
rest of the team. He's
not a vocal leader, he
just goes out there and
gets the job done. If he
didn't sit out those two
games, I think he'd be
close to 1500 yards."

By M.C.Garrott
net score awards
It took the matching was the team made up
of scorecards to deter- of Larry Krouse,
mine the winning team Butch Seargent, Jim
yesterday of the an- Ramsey and Rick Orr.
nual Murray State Their 66 score minus
University their 20-stroke hanHomecoming scramble dicap gave them the
golf tournament at the winning score of 46.
Murray Country Club.
- Finishing second in
Two teams finished the net play was the
with 13-under-par 59s team of Rick Miller,
Friday Games
before the cards were Van Haverstock, BudAshland 28,Boyd Co.6
Ballard Memorial 24, Critmatched on a hole-by- dy Valentine and
Co. 22
hole basis and the Stuart Poston three tenden
Bard.stown 21, Nelson Co. 14
team of Jimmy Ellis, strokes back at 49.
Belfry 55,Sheldon Clark 12
Bellevue 42,Dayton 6
Tom Atkins and Dr.
Third placeinet went
Berea 27, Elkhorn City 7
Sal Matarazzo was to the team of Jerry
Boone Co. 28,Simon Kenton
declared the winner by Lee, Dean Alexander, 26
Bourbon Co. 19, Anderson
virture of a birdie two Holmes Ellis and Dick
Co.7
on the second home Orr with 50 - a gross
Bowling Green 48, Warren
7
when compared with score of 68 minus their Central
'Boyle Co. 20,Garrard 0 _
the other team's par 3. 18-stroke handicap.
Breckenridge Co. 21, HanEllis, a Murray
Winning the ladies' cock Co. 12
Co. 28, Webster
native, is a Henderson low score was the Co.Calloway
6
dentist. Atkins is team cf Betty Lowry,
Campbell Co. 22, Fort
Thomas Highlands 20
superintendent of the Veneta Sexton, Evelyn
. Carl...11 Co. 46, Trimble Co.
Joppa, Ill., schools, Jones and Faira Alex- 12
Casey Co.20, Adair Co. 13
while Matarazzo is on ander. They posted a
..Caverna 49, Clinton Co. 12
the faculty at Murray three-under-ladies-par
Cawood 15, Breathitt Co. 14
State.
Christian Co. 2 8 ,
72.
Hopransville0
Playing as a
Two strokes back at
Dixie Heights 16, Conner6
threesome after one of 74 was the team of
Dresden. Tenn. 17, Fulton
City
6
their team failed to Diane Villanova, Ann
East Carter 22., Bath Co.6
show up, the three Bloom, Margaret
East Robertson, Tenn. 20,
posted six birdies and Shuffett and Dorothy
Gamaliel 14
Elizabethtown 27, LaRue
three pars on their File, while Frances
Co.7
front nine. They then Parker, Rowena
Fairview 13, Raceland 8
Fort Campbell 49, McLean
birdied seven of the Cullum, Chris Graham
Co.0
back nine holes - the and Louise Lamb
Franklin Co. 20, Frankfort
last five in a row -for finished third with 86.
W.Hills0
Franklin-Simpson 6, Spra 29 and their 59 total.
A total 172 players
ingfield,Tenn.2
Also at 59 was the participated in the
Glasgow 58, Allen Co. 14
Grayson Co.21,Taylor Co.0
tehm made up of Dr. event, proceeds from
Green Co.42,Hart Co.6
Bill Seale of Murray, which go the Murray
Greenfield, Tenn.,6, Fulton
Mike Hoyle and Steve State golf team's
Co.6
;Urban 14,Evarts0
Gatens of Dallas,Tex., travelfund.
Heath 15, Trigg Co. 7
and Ron Catton of
Among the special
Henderson Co. 19, Madisonville.
Peoria, Ill. Hoyle and awards:
Jenkins 38, Mullins 6
Gatens are former
Red Metcalf of
Johns Creek 16, Whitesburg
Murray State golf Anaheim, Calif., won
1420T
Johnson Central 17, Knott
team members, while the prize given the
Central 9
Catton is an accoun- golfer traveling the
Knox Central 20, Rockcastant with the greatest distance to
tle6
Ky. Country Day 14, Henry
Catapillar . Tractor participate in the tourCo. 12
Company in Peoria.
nament.
Lawrence Co..36, Virgie 7
Leslie Co.42,Clay Co.7
To post their 59, they
Ralph McCuiston of
Lea. Bryan Station 34, Les.
scored four birdies on Murray won the put- Tates
Creek 17'
the front nine and ting contest with a
Lea. Henry Clay 31, Lea.
Lafayette6
seven birdies and an stroke 3 inches from
Lincoln Co. 33, Jessamine
eagle on the back- 32 the cup on the 65-foot Co.6
Lone
Oak 14, Union Co.6
on the front and 27 on putt.
Lou. Ballard 53, Lou. Centhe back.
Mike Holton, Mur- tral 12
Their eagle came at ray, won the long drive
Lou. Butler 33, Lou.
Pleasure Ridge Park 6
the 13th when Gatens contest with a 300-yard
Lou. Doss 27, Lou. Southern
drove the green and tee shot.
24
Fairclale 36, Lou.
Lou.
the putt was sunk.
David 'Gallagher
Moore 8
They birdied all the won the "closest to the
Lou. Fern Creek 38, Lou
other back nine holes pin on No. 11" contest
Atherton 12
Lou. Jeffersontovrn 14. Lou
except the 18th, which with a tee shot three
Waggener 0
they parred.
feet from the hole,and
Lou. Manual 23, Lou. Male 0
Two teams also tied
Tom Atkins, Joppa, ' Lou. Seneca 27, Lou. Iroquois.
with 12-under-par 60s, Ill., won the general
Lou. Valley 29, Monand again the third- attendance prize.
tgomery Co.6
place winners were
determined by a
scorecard check.
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Winning this with an
eagle 3 on the 5-par
FEELING WITH GENUINE
first hole was the team
PARTS
of Mike Holton, E. H.
(Red) Howe, Jr.,
DAvid Buckingham
and Jim Brannon.
They posted the
eagle and five pars on ,
the front nine, and five
pars on the back nine
to finish 29-31 for their
60 total.
New l982 Chevy
Also posting a 60*a*
Customized Van
'the_ team of Bill
4 captains chairs, couch that makes a bed
Spears, Dime Spahr,
_.
- cruise, arnifm ccrcetto,••-•.•
Bob Mobley --4.-- .,-;1-!_ '4howiieel
Dwight !tills, all of
$15,877.00
•
Paducah, but their birdie four on the first I
hole wasn't quite good .
641 S.
OM QUAUTY
enough to beat the
SERVICE FORTS GM
753-2617
Murray
other team's eagle in
=WW1 MICITOSE num
the scorecard playoff.
Winiv-Eibe men's,

Workman, who
plays like a human
battering ram, will
have a chance to further his regular season
mark next Friday at
Laker Stadium against
Fulton City. And there
is no doubt he will be a
major factor in the
opening round of the
playoffs at home OD
NOV. 13 at 7:30 ji.m.
against FranklinSim pson.
Although next
week's game against
Fulton City means
nothing in the standings, Harp said he
feels a victory is
necessary to maintain
the team's momentum.
"Fulton City is just
another step," Harp
said. "We've got to
play good football, put
points on the board
and stop them." The
coach said that not only each game, but
"each and every day"
is essential in playoff
preparation, and that
the- team must practice coricEntration and
execution because
"without those things
you can't do well in the
playoffs."
Earlier this week,
Harp rejected the no-

Uon that his Lakers
should relax the rest of
the season and
prepare for FranklinSimpson and he said
Callaway "can't win
by one or two
touchdowns,they have
to he blowouts."He said he was
satisfied with the win
because his team
shook off the stiffness
-how bus
of the two
ride to setup two scoring drives on their first
two possessions.
However, Harp said
"then we got a little
satisfied with
ourselves. There's a
little inside each kid
knowing we didn't do
the best job that we
could have."
Webster County,
which dropped to 14
on the season, played
their Homecoming
game better than their
record showed as they
outrushed the Lakers
165 to HO.
Calloway received
the opening kickoff
and moved downfield
on Workman's runs up
the middle and a pass
from QB Tim Brown to
Craig Darnell.
Workman ran 10 yards
for a first down to the
Trojan 20 and tailback

HOT PURSUIT - Rodney Hounshell (691 pursues Webster County's
quarterback no matter what,or who,lies in his way.
Staff photo by John Salerno
In the third quarter,
Jeff Garrison took a
Brown pitch around Calloway capitalized
right end for another on two panalUes to fuel
first to the 10. Garrison a drive which
carried the ball 12 culminated in another
times for 62 yards on TD. The I.akers
the night. Two plays regained possession
later, Brown ran it in after they punted
from the five and Don because Webster was
Hargrove kicked the called for defensive
first of his four extra holding
Then at midfield, the
points.
Defensive tackle Trojans were penalizRoland Conoley set up ed for unsportthe Lakers second smanlike conduct. A
score in the first few plays later,
quarter when he Woridnan converted a
recovered a Webster fourth-and-one sitliafumble. in Trojan ter- Lion into a first .down.
ritory77-A-- -few-.--playa-T-Gerrison--ran
later Workman bang- around right end tb-the
ed into the end- zone one and Workman
from four yards out. . scored on the next

Sports At A Glance

Prep Scores

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLIT

Q

• Lou. _ Western 34, Lou.
Shawnee.
- Ludlow 211, Beechwood 14
Lynn Camp 41, Whitley Co.
Madison Central 31, Danville 13
Marshall Co. 14, Henry Co.,
Tenn.7
7,1.15,-;., Co. 28, Fleming Co.
13
Mayfield 34, Caldwell Co.6
M.C. Napier 50, Betsy
Layne0
Middlesboro 72,Corbin 13
Morgan Co. 7 ,
Williamsburg6
Newport 22, Covington
Holmes0
Newport Catholic 14,
Erlanger Scott0
• Nicholas Co.26,Owen Co.0
North Bullitt 28, Bullitt
East6
North Hardin 53, Bullitt
Central.
Ohio Co. 111, Greenville 0
Owensboro Catholic 13,
Daviess Co.70T
Paducah Tilghman 21,
Reidland 0
Paintsville 33, Wheelwright
8
Phelps 12,Fleming. Neon 7
Pineville 14, 13ell Co.6
Pioneer, Tenn. 43, Beth
Haven 8
Portland, Tenn. 14, Warren
East, 13
Prestonsburg 34, Hazard 14
Rici•-nod Madison 31,
Paris 13
Gowan Co.47, Lewis Co.0
Russell 18,Greenup Co. 7
Russell Co. 35, Wayne Co. 20
Russellville 17, Murray 14
OT
Shelby Co. 27, Oldham Co.0
Somerset 33, Frankfort8
23Todd Central 32, Butler Co.

beT
uatitsvat_ 34. Cittn.e__
Washington Co. 6, Marion
Co.0
West Hardin 24, East Hardin 14

Play Brown, who was 7 of
9 for 72 yards, scored
the lalers' fourth
quarter touchdown on
a five-yard run.
The Trojans regained some respect with
2.57 remaining in the
game on a scoring
drive which
culminated in a fouryard TI)run.
Scoriae
Calloway
14 0 7 7 a
Webster
0 tt 0 6 6
Calloway lot quarter)
lirown. 5 ), ti run
1st
quarter) Workman,4 yrt run
- _13rd-qoarterrikarlinisn7 114
• rit (4thqutrtrri Firown,
Yti (WI
Webster 4th quarter
J.a....ion 4-yd ran

a

'Cats Face 'Proving' Hokies
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Virginia Tech
football Coach Bill
Dooley says his team
has "something to prove" Saturday night
against struggling
Kentucky.
"We've lost our only
two road games so far
and need to come back
and prove we can play
well on the road," said
Dooley, whose HokiAs
bring a 5-2 record into
Commonwealth
Stadium.
Virginia Tech lost
14-7 to Duke and 27-6 to
West Virginia when it
ventured away from
Lane Stadium in
Blacksburg, Va.
Kentucky, meanwhile, is 1-6 and
winless since the Sept.
5 season-opener

against North Texas
State.
The Wildcats have
lost to Alabama, Kansas, Clemson, South
Carolina, Louisiana
State and Georgia.
History, however,
favors Kentucky this
homecoming weekend.
The Wildcats hold a 103-2 edge against

Virginia Tech.
Moreover, Kentucky
has not lost a
homecoming game in
eight previous seasons
under Coach Fran
Curci.
Virginia Tech boasts
one of the nation's top
runners, tailback
Cyrus Lawrence, who
needs 116 ards to

reach the 1,000-yard
mark Lawrence
finished with 1,221 last
season and has 2,896
for his career
But the Wildcats last
week held Georgia':
Herschel Walker, Olt
Southeastern Co,
ferenea's leadi
rusher, to 129 yar

************ *****************
For oil

your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
•evesenting
American and International Traveltime
:****************************
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in each Golden Corral
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Tourneys Increase
Hand in hand with a
record membership
growth that topped two
million this summer,
the National Rifle
Association has announced a record increase in the number
of NRA sanctioned
shooting tournaments
which is expected to
reach nearly 8,000 by
the end of the year.
That figure almost
doubles the number of
NRA approved competitions from just
four years ago..
As of October 6, the
NRA has sanctioned
over 7,000 tournaments, a 46 percent
increase over 1977
when less than 4,000
competitions received
NRA approval. This
means that Americans
shot an average of 137
tournaments per
weekend this year
compared with only 59
per weekend a decade
ago.

The NRA points out
that the skills, selfdiscipline and concentration required by
competitors, help
develop traits that
often place these
young individuals in
the top 20, percent of
their educational class
and
helps them
become more successful in adult life.
Furthermore, the
Army's Director of
Civilian Marksmanship has noted that
marksmanship training and competitive
shooting among young
people not only
develops skills for
potential military service but also educates
in the safe and proper
use of firearms. A
study commissioned
by the U.S. Army also
found that young competitive shooters are
More apt to enlist in
the military and are
more effective in combat than their counter-

parts.
Since its inception in
1871, the NRA has been
the leader in promoting safe firearms
and marksmanship
training. NRA is the
U.S. governing body in
shooting for the International Shooting
Union and the U.S.
Olympic Committee.
Always a pioneer in
shooter education, the
NRA sponsors
countless schools,
seminars and training
sessions each year to
help Americans be
safe and responsible
gun owners. NRA's
Police Instructor
Schools are designed
to improve public safety and NRA provides
technical expertise in
range planning and
development. Over 12
million American
hunters have learned
safe and .ethical hunting practices in NRA
designed hunter safety
classes in all 50 states.
The 50 percent
decline in , accidental
firearms fatalities
from 1.5 per 100,000
population in 1967 to .8
per 100,000 in 1980
clearly demonstrates
the success and value
of these educational
programs. In fact, in
110 years of sponsoring
competitive shooting,
there has never been a
firearms related
fatality at an NRA
sanctioned event.
The phenomenal
growth in inembershiti
of the National Rifle
Association and the increase in shooting
tournaments mark
competitive shooting
as one of the fastest
growing sports in the
country, and are
testirnony to the expanding popularity of
shooting as an
American recreational
activity.

STEVE WALKER of 900 Fairlannolds the
racks of the 9 point buck weighing 158 pounds
which he killed with a 12 gauge shotgun Oct.
25 at Fort Campbell. This was his first deer of
the season, but the eighth one he has taken in
his hunting seasons.

Last weekend the
Murray Bass Club
members had their annual steak and beans
tournament on the
south end of Kentucky
Lake. Captain L. J.
Hendon led his team to
victory again with a
very impressive catch
of smallmouth and
Kentucky bass.
I think L. J's partner

The
Duck Cali

By Charlie McKenney

for the day was Fred- on.
I had intended to fish
dy Hendon, who is a
good bass'n man in his for a short while and
own right. They then go in for a nap
covered some water before hunting again
looking for good bass the late afternoon.
Well, I started catand when they found
them concentrated or ching fish on the very
schooled, they worked first point I tried and
the area again and ended up spendink the
entire day on the
again.
Lyle Underwood and water.
I really had a great
his partner, found a
large concentration of time with that light
white bass with a few rig, even did without
big sauger mixed in. lunch because I
Needless to say they couldn't give it up!
I know if I had other
stayed with these fish
as long as they -could lures available I would
fish some of them, but
get a strike. • •
I saw several bass this way, there wasn't
boats on the north end any decision's to
where I was and just make, a white feather
about every rocky jig was it!
I caught four
point was fished a
/
2
dozen times before smallmouth bass 2-21
pound class, four
noon.
I saw some very sauger about the same
good strings of crappie size, a longeared suntaken on minnows and fish, four white drum
jigs in the old creek 3-4 pounds each and
channels and along the twenty white bass 3/4 to
/
2 pounds each. One
deep dropoffs that are 11
on the east side. Some Ky. bass 2 pounds.
of these crappie were
I culled them, keepcaught at five feet and ing the sauger and
others down to twelve twelve of the white
bass. I have been
feet.
I bowhunted for releasing all of the
deer, the early part of - smallmouth's and
the morning, but since Kentucky's in hopes of
the deer didn't move a good winter crop to
where I was, I had to fish for. Even next sprfish to make my day ing should be great if
we can keep these
complete.
I didn't have a tackle good fish around.
This weekend looks
box with me but my
ultra-light rod was in like another good one
the boat and it still had so get out and wet a
hook.
a white feather jig tied
Hafiry Fishing

Anyone who has not
The 1981 Ky. State could ever know. You
gotten excited about Duck Calling Cham- can look at the leg
the upcoming Ducks pion is Hillous York bands on his neck strUnlimited banquet from Franklin, Ky. ing and see that he has
should go by the The 1981 Ky. Open spent many days in a
downtown Bank of Duck Champion is goose pit in some corn
Murray. If the display Mike Hayes from Hun- field or maybe in the
of auction items tingdon, Tenn. The Mississippi River botdoesn't create the urge 1981 Ky. Open Goose toms or maybe even at
for a print, a carved Calling Champion the railroad tracks
decoy or maybe an Jim King from Fulton. over at Hickman.
If you haven't gotten
original oil painting Jim used a Harold
out your duck or
then I don't have any Knight tube call as did
goose call it's about
hope for you.
the other contestants.
time you did. A little
The selection of
I have known Jim
practice couldn't hurt
prints this year is by for many ytars and he
far the most outstan- is one of the finest at all.
Start saving some
ding group of prints goose hunters you
money for the banquet
the local committee
and don't forget to buy
has ever put together.
your ticket soon.
There are over 20
Also, don't forget he
prints to choose from
D.U. meeting Tuesday
this year.,(There is a
night at the Triangle
print of a white-tail
Inn at 7:30. See you
deer that I know is gothere.
ing to appeal to
May all your hunting
several of the area
be safe and enjoyable.
deer hunters. There is
11*. at.. +St- -1411e MEX. XI*
also a quail print, so I
)111Pc
1
hope we have r: print
you will want to take
home.
If prints are not your
thing,there will be two
Fred Gardner, Owner
py
motorcycles, a Honda
ATC- 110 and a
Yamaha ATC. If you
.
r
are needing a new
'
shotgun,
there will be
Quantity Guaranteed
KILLS DEER — Michael Parrish, Murray,
<Open 7 Days A Week
four sold to the highest
the
hunting
in
while
deer
this
right, killed
bidders at the banquet.
6 Hwy. 94 East
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes. Jason Parrish,
Phone
How about a
left.
nephew of Michael,is at
Murray, Ky. 42071
porcelain black lab Hwy. 641 So.
502-7C.3-5693
Phone 753-8322 "MK AIM<"MICK.411P,;11g. ewe,
pup posed on a heavy
ws• ,w6..ww mar "awc
Service Center Hours
block of solid
Open Doily 9-6
American walnut?
AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
Closed Sundays
I now know that
Since 1966 • 15 Years Of Dependable Service
there are a few people
411=11
Fully Insured For Your Protection
out there reading the
Finest Quality Workmanship
The Saving Place'
Duck Call because of
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor
the comments I receiv-v
ed on last week's artiArm
_cle_Inthe_article
Isaid__
CAREE .imm
•Cover Ai i Nirsdows
that I didn't see any
•Cover Over Hang
Quality parts and service
4
way to show a D. U.
.7.47
On Brick Homes
A
film this year, mainly
Never Paint Agar,"
Free Estimates Call
•Complete Remodeling
because of the time reWe Budd Cupboards To Fn
quired. I have had so
436-2802
'Roofing
many people say they
Rt 5 Bo. 2059 Murray. Ky
•Storm Windows Et Doors
wanted to see a film.
One even said the film
was the main reason
she came to the banOur Reg. 45.88
-r
SAIE
REG
SUES
quet.
— P15580R13
•
---,--So I think I have a
11111501101113
42.97
solution to the film
48.97 2.13
problem.
Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
P2OS I 7S1114 62.511
The doors open at 6
53.97 2.30
tr1171.141
Featuring
Plus F.E 1 152 Ea
p.m. and the meal isn't
:Tires, Wheels & Accessories
—i205i735I5
44.511 55.97 2 42
•Boss Hawk Boots
•Aggressive tread
11711151
served until 7:30. So
•1 C Pontoons
•Radial mileage
'Authorized Evinrude
why not show the film
:▪ 4 Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
67 II 56.97 2.43
•P-metric sizes
•
Sales
It
starting
at
6:30?
Those
Service
P215175515
Tread Design May Vary
59,97 2.511
Road and Field Service
(CAM'S,
who enjoy the film can.
EVIRRUDE
r-i125;7551 5
2.71
73.5$
SALES
watch it while others
- Mounting included
63.97
!MIRO SI
410 N.4th
SERVICE
•
just swap hunting
ptisirsms 7618 67.97 2.85
Required
Trade-in
No
R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221
11171.1 51
.
°S
753-8364-753-6779
stories.
U.
you
want
So:
to
if
[Computer Balance]
An Tires
film
watch a D.UEa. Wheel, 2.97
Plus F.E.T. Ea.
early
and
enjoy
.
come
.........
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JIM ION OM INN MI
yourself. Tickets are
With
still available from
Exchange
members and at Uncle
i• CD))
Lee's Sporting Goods.
ELECTRICAL
MUM CMOS
SERVICES INCLUDE:
If you are downtown,
I Replace front broke
Tom -Rushing at
see
pacts
SPORTING GOODS
the Bank of Murray.
2 true rotors
3 Inspect calipers
There
wasn't
a
large
Olympic
Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Refill hydraulic system
5 Repack Inner and
Kentucky
crowd
at
the
SERVICES INCLUDE.
bearings
-6 youter
State Duck and Goose
Replace front grease
I Repodk front wheel
seals
bearings
calling championships
7 Inspect master
2 Inspect front grease
k•
cylinder
'I held here last Saturseals
5 Inspect rear Lumps for
3 Computer balance
day. This event was
Installed
wear tooditronal cost
front wheels
(repairs on rear
important
to those who
4
Align
front
end
brakes are needed)
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, the National Duck
Sale Price
Sale Price
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'Calling ChampionWhere "Service Is Our Business
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Broke Job
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• complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment •
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world
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• Ht 1 Hardin
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Murray Bait Co.

s
0

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality &

'KM SPECIAL'
Fiberglass Belted
Radial
Whitewalls

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

31.97

FREE

641 Super Shell
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Note These Additions For Different Precincts
Precinct No.

No.5, Faxon, Almo,& Dexter, Vote For Clyde Hale For Magistrate

Precinct No.2, No.3, No.7, New Concord, & Clayton Creek,
Vote For Gil Hopson for Magistrate
Precinct No.4, No.8, No.10,,No. 11, Harris Grove, Hazel,& New Providence
Vote for Ralph Bogard for Magistrate
Precinct Nob 6, No.9, Jackson, Kirksey, Coldwater & Lynn Grove,
Vote for Dan Miller for Magistrate

NOTE*

Hazel will have a complete write-in election for all races
I
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Everett ?Janney
assist in the services.
Milton Gresham will
direct the music and
sing a solo at the morning hour. Carla
Wicksell will sing at
the evening service.
Margaret and Wheel
Wilkins will be the
organist and pianist.
Sunday School, with
Kerry Letterman as
director will be at 9:40
a.m. and Church
Training with Glenn
Hale as director will
be at6 p.m.
Services will be at 7
p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
with the speakers being Eugene Sloan,
Takahiro Oue, and
James D. Musen.

Various churches in Ron Gray,Santly
the area have an- Lucas, Benny Maddox,
nounced services and and Jim Stickler.
Sunday School will
meetings for Sunday,
be at 9:30 a.m. and
Nov. 1, as follows:
Youth Groups will
First Christian
The Rev. David C. meet at 5:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Roos will speak about
__'_'Lave Story
The Rev. Forrest
Revisited!" with Sawyer will speak at
scripture from Ruth the 10:50 a.m. service
1:15-18 at the 10:45 and the Rev. Neville
a.m. services at First Claxon at the 7 p.m.
service at the
Christian Church.
Margaret Boone will Memorial Baptist
direct the song service Church as a part of the
and sing a solo, World Missions Con"Whither Thou ference.
At the morning serGuest," with Maxine
vice the ordinance of
Clark as organist.
Assisting in the ser- The Lord's Supper will
vices will be Del Hem-, be observed, acing, O. B. Boone, Jr., cording to the pastor,
Joe Rigsby, Norman the Rev. Jerrell White.
Hale, Elmer Collins, Coffield Vance and

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

ACROSS
69 Pitch
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Girl's name DOWN
5 Actual being
1 Time period
L Y
TOAD
GAT
9 Tattered
2 Vanishes
0
E11R
0
E
cloth
3 A continent:
A
TOT
A MA
12 Unit of IraniAbbr.
E
AD
13AL
4 Everyone
an currency
A
DE
13 Girl's name
5 Bar legally
MAP
A
14 Poem
6 Petty ruler
Pr
AM
WE
15 Conjunction . 7 Grad_ class
A
WE
16 Native of
member
YEAR
Latvia
8 Lend an 18 Wand
9 Cowboy
A
A
20 Trumpteter
competition
A
EM
A
Hirt
10 Paid notice
A R1117 0
A
El T
TI
22 Additional
11 Earth
T
IA D
Y EPAII
24 Former
goddess
.Portuguese 17 Printer's
coins
measure
30 Indian
51 Sun god
27 Mast
19- else
weights
53 Compass pt.
29 Buddies
21 Turns
33 Lease
56 Imitate
31 United
around
35 Wild buffalo 58 Speck
32 Higher
track
38 Unusual
60 Oslo coin
34 Entreaty
23 A Fitzgerald 40 Is ill
61 GI color
36 Guidols low 25 Flood
.43.Separated
62 You and.':
note
26 Hunting dog 46 Consumed
64 At home
37 Master: Var 27 Top
48"Landing
66 Shindig, for
39 Notoriously 28 Soaks
places
one
• bad
3
4
1
NI
2
6
7
8
9 10 11
41 RI's neighbor
42 Break
. 12
14
suddenly
la
16 17
15
44 Tricky. SI.
18 19
45 Anger
20 21
22
24 U25 26
23
47 Snare
49 Winglike
27
28
29
31
30
50 Ivan, for one
all
36
52 Name for a
la
NI
la
colleen
40
la
i
39
54 City map
37•UUU
41
42
44
43
abbr.
55 Chinese
47
pagoda
4U46
lid
illUUU
57 - up for
51
50
52
• -golf
11 "
57
al
56
all60
• ia
59 Zeus'.s love
61 Be in debt
61 al
64
65 66
63 Dock
67
65 Aroma
69U
Id
67 Lair
68 Finishes
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UU
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UU

THIS IS RIDICULOUS!
I'VE WASTED ALL THIS
TIME SITTING HERE IN
A PUMPKIN PATC.1-1!

U

I TOLD YOU THERE'S NO

„..
,
km
--A.
..,..t.

6REAT PUMPKIN"!

W
"
I

AU

1 YOU TOLD ME TO
WHY DO YOU
RAKE THE LEAVES
HAVE THE RAKE
YC1
V
)0b,
INSIDE?

WHAT AM I

Aral Methodist
The Rev. Walter
Mischke, Jr, will
speak about "Following God's Design"
with scripture from
Corinthians 3:9-17 at
the 8:40 and 10:50 a.m.
services at First
United Methodist
Church.
Paul Shahan will
direct the music with
Kevin Ellerbush as
guest organist.
The Rev. Jimmy
Stubbs, minister of
evangelism, will speak
at the 7 p.m.services.
Sunday School will
beat 9:45 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe will speak at the
10:50 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. services at the
Grace Baptist Church.
Leland Peeler will
direct the Church
Choir as they sing "My
Lord Keeps A Record"
with Dwane Jones as
organist and Terry
Downey as pianist.
The Youth Choir will
sing at the evening services.
Sunday School with
Dan Billington as
superintendent will be
at 9:45 a.m. The
deacons will meet at
1:30 p.m. Sunday at
the church.
Presbyterian
The Rev. R. E.
Rabatin will speak
about "The Call To
Discipleship" with
scripture from Matthew 4:18-22 at the
10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main
Street.'
Amy Jarman will
direct the choir as they
sing the anthem,"Just
As I Am," with Cynthia Scribner as
organist.
Church School will
be at 9:30 a.m. with a
nursery available during both church school
and worship hours.
Activities for the
week include coffee
this Sunday before and
after service of worship sponsored by the
Youth Group; Chris-

tian Education
meeting at the church
on Tuesday at 7:30
p.m.; congregational
care meeting Tuesday
at 3:30p.m.
7th & Poplar
John Dale will speak
at 8:30 and 10;40 a.m.
services and the 6 p.m.
service at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will lie Kim
Weatherford, Jerry
Bolls, Bob Miller, Ronnie Sills, Thomas
Schroader, Danny
Cleaver, Keith Farley,
Charles Olree, Jim
Harding, Johnny
Bohannon, Terry
McDougal, Ray Karraker, Glen B. Gibbs,
Jerry Ainley, James
L. Harmon, Jerry
Fulton, Ron McNutt,
Amos Hill, Garry
Evans, and Steve
Dublin.
Bible Study will be
at 9:45 a.m.
Firskt Baptist
The Rev. Eugene L.
Sloan will speak at the
10:45 a.m. service and
the Rev. J. V. Case,
Jr., will speak at the 7
p.m. services at the
First Baptist Church
as a part of World Missions Conference.
Wayne Halley will
direct the music with
Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene
Knight as pianist. Bobby Malone and Gus
Robertson, Jr., will
sing a due at the morning hour. Cheryl
Dailey and Annie
Nance will sing a duet
at the evening hour.
The Church Choir will
sing at 10:45 and the
Men's Choir at 7 p.m.
Homer Miller will
serve as deacon of the
week.
Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and
Church Training will
be at6 p.m.
Services will be at 7
p.m. Monday,Tuesday
and Wednesday with
Mrs. Maxwell Sledd,
Harry Hampsher, and
Takahiro Oue as
speakers.
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‘AIMERIEZ-VOUS ALLER
PARSER?"WOULD YOU
LIKE TO 60 DANCING?
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2. NOTICE

Only

the

7.-CosT8N

REWARD - Small most
ty beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 759.
1719 or 753.4641.

Newspaper

Two brown and' chrome
dinette chairs lost between Murray and
Paschall Carpet. 753-1538,
759 1837, 753-8442.
-r-

TODAY

'OU CAN ALWAYS
TELL A POOR
ACTRESS BY
POW LOW-CUT
HER DRESS
IS

© met unity" Terme Syrkliceic Inc

HAND ME THE PROGRAM
-GUIDE, I'LL SEE WHAT
ELSE IS ON

ee

gorL,f

Duck
o 24 Porred nylon 1
b. tubes $3.99. Min:
ows available all
inter. Closed Sunday
ru Feb. 28

DAGWOOD,
WHERE
ARE
YOU?

NO, YOU'RE NOT'
I JUST LOOKED
DOWN l'1-4ERE

Woman needed as full
time office manager and
airline reservation ist, Ex, •
perience as airline agent
or travel agent helpful but
not required. Must be
responsible, intelligent,
and hard working. Con
tact Sunbird Airlines at
489-2199.

Hwy.94 East
Murray, Ky.

I

I
Bible Call
"Guilt" - 7594444; Bible Story
- 759-4445.

•Need publicity prints?.
Coll us
•

Studio
•300Carter
Main
753-8298

2000 Disk blades in stock.
Do not buy disk blades unjil you get our price. All
gauges and'wait. -Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Hydrolic oil for all tractors. Some new and used
parts for Fords and other
tractors. Plow points for
all plows, Manifolds for
Ford, Massey Ferguson
and AC tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Goodyear, Firestone, BF
Goodrich and others.
Tractor and farm tires on
farm tire service. Snappy
service. Vinson Tractor
Co. 753-4892.

22 MUSICAL

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUX
So your chili"
wants to take/
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
Fl
. Rent ap.
p114,topurchase

YTONS

3-7573

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
6M31.

23 EXTERMINATING

Receptionist full time
position with service
oriented local business.
Send resume, salary requirement and recent
photo to P.O. Box 1040A.

SITUATION WIIT
.
L2
I will babysit or slay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

Kelley's Termit
L Pest Control

I.

WNIO 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.
Rubber stamps make an
impression! Identify your
books, clothing, sports
equipment. Murray Rub
ber Stamps owned by
Marie Forrester 753-6625
(formerly Jim's Rubber
Stamps).

Provine
Wood
Working

SPECIAL
YOO-HOO,
OAG WOOD

sre..

• Murray Boit
Co.

Furniture refinishing
and Custom Cabinet
work. Free
Estimates For all your
wood working needs
call. 492-8864
-

•

sion Plan, profit sharing,
uniforms, vacation and
holiday. Highest pay. Call
or see Chubby Walker at
Allen Rhodes Ford
Honda-Chrysler 937 Jefferson Paducah, Ky. 4423541.

Hunters
Special

Vinyl "Wallpaper Close
Out" Prepasted Values to
2000
$13.99 single roll
rolls, $1.99 single roll
while it lasts Sherwin
Williams Co.
OcT 31

Dental assistant,
minimum high school
education, likes helping
others and enjoys working with your hands. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040B.

XR75 Honda'
in
god condition
Opening for one Chrysler
for sole. Coll
mechanic five days a
week. Company furnishes
753-3403.
Blue Cross Life Ins., Pen.

,
0
0
"
0

))A.
4Irese;g
4S58,4
*Alf
L5k,501/4/L L£42

Babysitter needed for oc
casional days and evenings for one child. Reply
to P.O. Box 1040 C.

78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
sr

Atetention Trick or
Treaters Ice Cream
Cones 1890's Ice Cream
Parlor Halloween Night
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut.

AND I WANT TO
DO THEM ALL

WANTED

SHIFT SUPERVISOR Yo work flexible schedule
including nights and Sundays. Must have apparel
sales plus supervising experience. Immediate
opening apply in person
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Minnens
Bel-Air Center. E.O.E.

In an age of instanteous
communication around the world,
You're never going to catch up if
you get it wrong "That s why
newspapers lead the way with in
depth reporting-the search for
facts and backRroungto the news

Need Cash? We buy old
glassware. Phone 7533642.

i
r
310114
4
/0
"

6 HELP

19 FARM EOUIPMENt

16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Fleeting
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 New $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
ohm* Plum
753-7113
Om,9
to p.m. Deity, 1 p...-6 p.m. %inky.

10- 31
3 CARDOF THANK

Will do house cleaning, office cleaning also windows. Have experience
and references. 759-1197
after 5 p.m.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753-5484.

10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For further information
call 753-8738.

Ii INSTRUCTION
I give guitar lessons. I
have experience and
references. Call An isa
Mahfoud at 753-3686.

14 WANT TO B
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

/5 ARTICLES FOR SALE
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

6 HOME FURNISHIN GE

24 MISCELLANEOUS

25%
Discount
on All
Rental Exercise
Equipment during
Nov.and Dec.

Murray
Rental &
Sales
200 East main
753-8281

Willie's
Antique
and Gift
Shop
Open for business, 10
miles South on 121 turn
left on Hwy. 280, go Yi
miles. •

436-2128
Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

Own The Most
Complete
Store
In Town!

Early American sofa and
matching chair, two gas
floor furnaces. Phone We're looking for Sale
Agents - ambitious husband
after 5 p.m: 753-2387.
wife teams with an urge t
Big savings on all lay- break out on their own Ard
aways now for Christmas. we may have the opportunit
Bedroom, living room, you're looking for.
Wards unique Sales Agenc
and dining room suites,
recliners, odd chairs, end Store program gives you th
chance
to own your own busi
and coffee tables, lamps
ness, with
a small invest
and accessories. Car- ment. If only
you are
t
raway Furniture 105 N. accept responsibilitywilling
in retur
3rd 753-1502.
for a future in your own busi
ness., we'd like to talk abou
19 FARM EQUIPMEN your personal qualification
and give you more detail
766 I H tractor also a 12 ft about our plans Write, today
J.D. disk, lift. IN chiesel to:
plow, 4 16 in. bottom
G.T. Champitai
plows, three point hitch
seeder. 489-2425.
2101 E. Kemper Rd.
Best prices on three point
seeders, also truck tool
boxes. Vinson Tractor,
753-4892.

Shoronville, Ohio 45265

My sincerest /hanks to all
iN,1( •(
our friends and relatives' Want to lease burley
for every kihdrtess shown' tobacco .pofIndage Call
us at the death of my hus- 753-8156 or 753 6401
band, Ira Morgan.
Especially do I thank Dr.
John R. Quertermous and
the nurses in the cardiac
unit for their conceen and
loving care given to Ira.
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
My thanks .also tp the
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
pallbearers, Miller
Funeral Home and to Bill
*LEADING WANDS Of COSMETICS
Dillon and John Dale for
*HOLLISTER 05E040 PRODUCTS
their comforting words
tie.Denver, On Prem riplonsm set(rly 1
May God bless you all.
Mrs Ira Morgan

1:‘

WALLIS DRUG

fir.1
0/5r

NMI%

CONTD.

•••

PM.t I 1. 111F. MUMMA%. y

.f4

MISCELLANEOUS

I.F.DGER & T1MF-N.Saiurds, Orintwr 31.1181

28. MOBILE

3IE"X

34 HOUSES FOR RENT 411TRrAMTPr' 46
HOMES FOR SALE

HOME RENTALS
10x54 mobile home fur
nished, 1971 Thunderbird,
Sears electric dryer. Call
437-4125 aftery4 p.m.

Mobile home for rent.
Three bedroom furnished
753-464.

2-100 watts Jenson
Two bedroom mobile
Speakers, Sanyo toes- --tow localad- 2/
1
2 mites
table Call 753-7667
from Murray. Rent
1125.00, deposit $75.00.
Couch and two swivel
Call 753-2906, 753-0792.
chairs, secretarial desk
and chair, executive desk
Two bedroom mobile
and chair, all in good conhome fully furnfshed
dition. Selling at good
$150.00. Call 753-1879 after
price. 753-9927.
5:30.
19 in. color t.v. $25.00,
willow chair $5.00,
vacuum cleaner $10.00,
Honda Express baskets
$3.00. 753 7231.
MrBOARDS, heavy.
lined, 21" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

Two bedroom mobile
home fully furnished
$110.00. Cal 753-1879 after

68 Camero new motor
good shape $1000.00, 70
GMC pickup truck power
steering, power ,brakes,
air •si wo.e0, -73 Cutlass
front cap $100.00, doors
,$25.00, trunk lid $30.00,
bumpers $20.00. 351 Ford
motor and transmission
$150.00, 318 Plymouth
motor and transmission
$125.00, 61-64 Ford truck
parts, two 400 transmissions for Oldsmobile,
Buick, Pontiac $50.00,
rear end for 74 Mustang
$35.00.753-8127.
Eight foot sliding glass
door track and screen
$100.00. Call 753-6142 after
5 p.m.

'

Franklin wood burning
stove $70.00. 753;9998.
firewo6d $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.
Firewood for sale 753-3523
or 753-0281.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixie!, *id Center. 7599633.
9000 lb. electric wench
with bumper 753-3052.
Wood stove used one
season $100.00, solid
cherry wood gun cabinet
holds 12 guns $425.00
never been used, Mediterranean coffee table and
two end tables solid wood
$100.00. Call 753-5211.
14 ft. Frigeradaire
refrigerator aqua blue
436-2574.
Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murky Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 789-9633.
26.TV RADIO

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575

•

27. MOBILE

HOMES SALES
12x65 1973 mobile home
------three--bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.
Late model 12x56 sharp.
200 amp code pole, -two
concrete steps, washer
two bedrooms, one bath,
two air conditioners, tie
down straps, completely
furnished with tv and
antenna. This is a nice
complete home $5500.00
firm. Clint Colson 7531682, 489-2888.
12x60 mobile home two
bedrooms, bath, front kitchen, living room. Two
new air conditioners, new
carpet, extra closet
space. Call after 5 p.m.
759-1293.

•

12x64 three bedroom 11
/
2:
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call afterl p.m. 753-4469.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS ,
Two bedroom furnished
trailer. Water, sewer
anud garbage pickup furnished. Located in city,
Swimming pool, nO pets,
deposit required, Call /533096 after 2 p.m.
Two bedroom trailer 12 x
60 five miles north of Murray. Call 7534661.
a-

A. 2 sr 3 be bane is
Lyles Game
IL 3 gr. 2 bog 441
See*,2 miles
C. 2 sz comma,
Wass/freak Pin• Nag
$140.
D. Game. Apt 2
Wks est Here sad frig.
furnished
E. 2 b.2 beds. Made
Mere and frig heels&
ed.
F. 2 ir famished
mobs..$IM.
I
753-1111911LMAN

Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 753-3280.
For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Two bedrooms with cenWood for sale $25.00 a
tral heat, new furniture
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489- and carpet. Near univer223.1,
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
KERO-SUN heaters` Home Court 753-5209.
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.991 30. BUSINESS
RENTAL
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99; Commercial building
Ornini 85, $218.99;
door west of Leta's BeauDirector, $254.99. Wallin
ty Parlor 1600 Dodson
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Ave.
1973 Pinto good condition
also dinnette set,
1Aist
showcase. Call 759-4620.
Melville-Clark piano
beautiful wood finish
1800.00,94 in. velvet divan
green and gold $45.00,
boys size 18 three piece
suit $25.00. Call 753-6251.

For Rent

Woodmen
Storage Specs
For Root
713-4731
Suite of business office
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman 502 Maple 7535411.

Three bedroom furnished
or unfurnished, new furniture, newly re
decorated on shady lot,
garden space. Outside the
city. 753-5209, 753-2876.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located af Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.
38. PETS SUPPLIES
Doberman puppies have
had shots $50.00 759-4651.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
435-4579Six month old Black'
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

32. AP-TS. FOR RENT

41 PUBLIC SALE•

Large furnished efficiency apartment. Call 7536254._
Three room furnisird or
unfurnished apartment.
400 S.6th St. Call 247-1459.

-Moving Sale electric
stove, refrigerator, 25"
color console t.v., window
air-conditioner, sofa and
chair, .bed, 1973 Ford,
odds and ends. Call 7539673.

Two bedroom duplex
newly decorated. Adult
only no pets. $200.0 per
month, deposit required.
Call 753-8331.

Yard Sale Thurs., Fri.
and Sat. 604 Ellis Dr.
Baby items, nurses
uniform size 16 and
miscellaneous.

Two bedroom apartment
at Embassy Apts. Call
753-3530.
Nice two bedroom duplex
$225.0C. Call 759-1087 after
5 p.m.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, oveiri
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4p.m.
All electric efficiency
apartment furnished two
blocks from MSU. $125.00
per month, $125.00
deposit. Call 753-9829.
Three apartments for
rent two one bedroom
apartments, one two
bedroom apartment furnished. Call 753-2438.

43. REAL ESTATE
SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. . you can!
Theria.ore alternative
meths of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they are more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods- voll become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rotes increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods. . . methods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you.

1

LORETTA'JOSS, REALTORS
1200 Syc4irnor4
141u,tay, lentucky 42071
(502) 7534149?

Small furnished apartment $90.00 plus deposit.
No children, no pets. See
at 407 S.8th St.
Furnished apartmrit at
New Concord 180.00 per
month. Call 436-2427 after
5p.m.
Large one bedroom
apartment partly furnished. $150.00 a month.
Across the street from
MSU. Call 492-8908 or
come by 201 N. 16th St.
Efficiency apartment
1602 Miller $100.00. Call
753-2403.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Room for rent one block
from University 753-1812
or 753-6933.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Well-insulated, redecorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
Large kitchen, stove,
built in cabinets. City
water. Available immediately. Near Murray.
$150.00. References.
Deposit. Couple. No pets.
753-7551.
Two bedroom brick eight
miles sbutheast of Murray. Married couples only. References aid
deposit/42-8594.
Two houses near
university. $100..00
deposit?, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
SM.
TWO beerroom house
$125.00 month, electric or
- wOod heat eight miles
east of Murray. Call 43/2512.

COUNTRY
CHARM

raciesary kiANAGthif.NT

NEAR
UNIVERSITY

Very attractive
brick home on
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and coiling
system, fireplace
In den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered
in the $40's, and
owner financing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE
HOME
Three bedroom, 2
bath almost new
home for rent.
Home is spotless
throughout, hascentral heat and
air, attached 2-car
garage,and convenient location.
Available at $400 a
month. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.'

Peaceful country
livn' goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves County
between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings in On and
dining area, wood
burning Fisher
Stove and central
heat and air. This
is an extremely
neat Cedar-sided
home in quiet,
private location.
Offered in the low
$50's. Phone 7531222 for all information.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOO
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
/
2
three bedroom, 11
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family room,chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and
insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and offered
in the low $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

House for sale or rent
Call 7530412.
Brick house two years
Old, three ofitaroarn. tvo#
bath,formal dining room,
large den, two car
garage, concrete drive
and large patio. House
has many extras. Owner
will consider financing at
12 percent interest. See at
1039 Wiswell Rd. or call
753-0839 or 436 2935.
'Hons. For sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 140e
Sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547550. Ask for Ken Adams.
Priced in the 130's three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath house
very nice. Call 753-3903.

1800 Sq. Ft. office and
shop building, central
electric heat pump, central vacuum, well insulated, half acre lot
with all city utilities.
Available immediately

Spann
Realty
Associates
753-7724
44

LOTS FOR SALE

Two prime building !c!.s
for sale located between
Canterbury Ests and
Sherwood Forrest just off
Wiswel Rd. 200 ft. of fron
tage and over one acre
total area. Call 753-7259
after 6p.m.
40 acres 2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Of
tesen Carbondale, Ill, or
call 618-549-3002 after 5
p.m.
45

FARMS FOR SALE

40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East. six tent* of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable. 17 timber r ,
^"r•
information call Purdom &
thurrhan Real Estate; 7534451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
;eneva Giles, 753-6557.
Secluded farm stead. 60
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base.
Tobacco barn to accommodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stock barns, sulpher
springs and good well.
Large well. constructed
older farm house. Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on secon41 floor. Two
fireplaces, plus electric
heat. Large kitchen, 8x20
sun room. All tnis tor only
$85,000.00. CAI Spann
Realty ASsoc: for details
7537124.

17.757,7777717.
Extra nice new cyprus
wood house. Three
bedroom, two bath,
garage, ready to move into. Assume contract at 13
percent small dawn payment, 10_ Mlles north of
Murray on 121. Phone 4892715.
•

SERVICESaffetE011,SERVICESOFFEREp

Chevelte Scooter 1979
stereo. AM FM tape dKk.
local one oner car Ex
cellent condition will
show in town. Transterr
ing trrerseas46 2131
1974 Gremlin automatic.
pow steering, air, no
rust S850.00, 1967'Dodge
pickup six cylinder
$375.0049-IPS.
1971 Camaro 220 excellent
condition $5500 00 753
9500.
1979 Datsun 2802 ex
cellent condition.
Automatic, air, 21,000
miles. 18,000.00 Call 354
8836.
1979 Ford LTD wagon excellent condition, new
radial tires, very clean in
side and out. Priced right
call 753-0123 days or 753
7699 nights.

House for sale by owner
by appointment 753-6558.

1979 Pontiac Bonneville
New 3 bedrooth, two door. Call 753-6483
built-in appliance!. Must after 6:30p.m.
sell. 130,000. Call 419-2670.
KS
.50 USED TR

qc

47
b 74170
.
M
.
e=

1981 Yamaha 250 Exciter
Call 759-1775 before 5 p.m.
ask for Michael.

1972 Ford /
1
2 ton pickup
truck. Body rough, motor
900d. Call 753-8009.

1973 CR 250 Honda ex
cellent condition. Call 7537558.

1978 Chevrolet Luv pickup
automatic, long bed, side
rails, good condition. Will
trade $3250.00. Call 489
2595.

125 XL with fewer than
100 actual miles, 250 XL
With fewer than 1500 ac
tual miles. See at Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods.
1975 350 Hondi
combination road and
-trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 4312744.
1976 Honda CB125S 5000
miles, dulexe Weight lift
bench with leg lifts, Mit
subishi RX73 AM FM cassette car stereo, girls
24" 3-speed bike. Call 7534575 after 6 p.m.
48. AUTO SERVICES
Import Salvage used
motors, transmissions,
drive shaft. Many other
used parts for small im
ports. Cali 474 2325

49. USED CARS
1975 Cutlass Oldsmobile
53,000 miles. After 7 p.m.
Call 753 7124

For
Sale
1974 Fiat,

1981 Datsun pickup King
cab GL, 5 speed 1100
miles 753-3468.
1974 Chevrolet pickup
33,000 miles. Aftr 7 p.m.
Call 753-7124.
1976 Chevy 4 wheel drive,
400-V8. AM-FM 8-track,
camper shell, short bed,
step side model. Call 753
8984 after S p.m. 1969 Chevrolet CSO milk
truck 4-speed six cylinder
with refrigerator box that
works excellently $900.00
or would trade for fishing'
beat. See at Murray Bait
Co. 94 E.
1976 Ford pickup V-8,
automatic, $1395.00 753
9710.
1973 international. farm
truck. 14 ft flat bea price
$2850.00. Call 751 -8061
1950 Chevy pickup truck
new paint. nice 1800.00 or
trade. 436-2506.
1971 Ford F350 crew cab
pickup truck $1200.00 or
trade 436-2506.

35 milei
per gallon, excellent

condition.

For Sale
or Lease

it USED CARS

1972 Grand Torino,
real slurp, extra nice.
1979 Monte Carlo,
loaded with all extras.

753-7113

1978 F150 Ford Ranger I
wheel drive excellent condition. Call 435.4581 or 753
1971.
G.M.C. church bus with
1914 Chevrolet V-8, 350
motor, 40,000 miles, nearly new tires. Priced to
sell. Call 753-3205 or 753
6603.

51 CAMPERS

1918 Chevrolet Monza
(Spyder Edition)
automatic, V 6, good gas
mileage, power steering,
power br.akes,
tackometer, tilt wheel,
louvered sun shade on
rear window, hatchback,
AM FM cassette, sport
wheels, raised white let
ters, 54,000 miles. Call
753-3730 after 4 p.m.
1978 Honda Civic
Hatchback extra nice, ex
cellent mileage. Call 753
4503..
1970 Buick good
trecharticelly 5600.00 7532813.
1981 Spirit DL excellent
condition. Call 753 6562,
753-3861, 436 5390.
1971 Chrysler New Yorke
loaded, local car, excellent condition. Priced
reasonable 753-7394.

FOR
SALE

1972 camper trailer two
door, 22 ft. tandem
wheels, reese hitch
S1800.00 or trade. 436-2506.
11 ft. self contained cab
over camper, furnace
with blower, refrigerator,
in good conditien. Call
159-4501 after 4 p.m. &
1976 GMC Midas mks
home 22 ft. long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
19000.00. Call 217-1170
slier 5.30 m

52. BOATS

For Sole
Boot motor and
trailer - 1972
model Checkmate
15 ft. 1979 model
Mercury 130 h.p.
with power trim.
1972 model Paris
Trailer.
Con be seen at
Murray
Marine,

1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tires.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

•

Oinnek Plan
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113
1973 Fiat dune buggy
nearly new tires and
motor 1300.00 or trade.
436-2506. 1977 Camero good condition, 305 engine, 52,000
miles, AM FM cassette.
Call early mornings and
late afternoons and nights
767-3843.

ForSale
1978 Ford LTD, londou
..loodecl, one owner

PURDOMS
.01deassibil•
Pontiac
11116 W.Mein
753-5315

.

MOTORS

Johnson's Cedric. COW
Mertigl If* filaiderWlai
wiring. on Inefalled ono
repairing 753,3.
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR - Insulation
window and deer. anderpinning, tie down.
cootwol. patio and porch
Free estimates NO JOB
TO SMALL 7534073
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR - 1$ years ex
periefKe. CarPentry, con
croft, plumbing. roofing,
sliding. NO JOB TO
SMALL free estimates
Days 474 1359, n•ghts 474
227a.
Aapliance Service - Give
us a call we repair'em all
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers. 759 1322,
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better
For free estimates call
'dell's Carpel Cleaning
753-9826 Experienced odd
reliable
Vacuum cleaners Kirby.
Electrolux, Filter Queen.
Rainbow with all at
tachmentS, all good as
new $129.00. Call Paris
901 642 7473.
P8. D Lawn Service Ma*
ing, small tree and hnlite
trimming. Fri
Estimates. 436-2997
D&L Painting Lapp, &
Small Jobs Experienced
painters reasonable
prices. Call now for free
estimate. 753-1901
•
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, snap
ing,- complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for professional tree cart. 7538536.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 4 rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous clutters installed per your specifica
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
MOBILE HOPRE
ANCHORS underpinning,
roof's sealed, patio awnings, and house type roofs
for mobile homes. 7531173. Jack Glover.
Custom combining and'
bush hogging. Phone
David Madding 345-2867
Insulation blown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 753-23)0 for
free estimate.
Asphelt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Carpenter work 30 years
experience also flue lay
ing. Call 436-2253.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc
Reasonable 435-2566.
•
J&H General Contractor
roofing, painting, hauling
and etc. 15 years ex
perience. Phone night or
day 474 8008 or 474-1092.
Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremor.
Farris. 759-1987.
Concrete and blocks and
bnick. Basements,
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years
experience and fr-ee
estimates. 753-5476
Concrete and blocks and
brick. Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and free
estimates. 753 5476.

Sport

weekday
8-5. Sealed bids to
Shelter-Insurance
Keith W. Curd,
P. 0. Box 823 Murray, Ky. We reserve
the right to reject
a ond all bids.
14 ft. Alumicraft boat and
trailer 1990 model 21 hp.
Mariner motor. 753-3052.
17 ft. fiberglass tri-hull
boat, motor, and trailer
$1500.00 or trade 436-2506.
105 HP Chrysler outboard. Tank and control Is
$600.00 or trade. 436-2506.
.
•
SERVICES OFFERED
Boy's Carpenter Shop.
Custom cabinets, wood
nv'king,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood working call 753-4124.
, Will sharpen hand saw,,
chaidsaws and skill saws.
(W1(10-4651.
tnr-reT
ajes at Sears now,
Call Stars 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
neorie

Aluminum

aluminum

Service Co.,
ase innyi

Siding, Custom trim
work. References. Call
Will - Ed Bailey, 7539.

Floor Sanding
finishing 3545121

&

Sammy Tidwell painting
contractor Experienced
interior and exterior pain
tins Free estimates Call
753 MN or 753 047
Custom horse shoeing
Experienced in all types
of shoeing_ Plain. car's<
five,' padding, toe
weights. etc Call 767 2141
or 713,40112

Toy Lee
laraett
ool, Grovel,'Sonct
redonio Lime
in 753 4776
Roy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniture repair
formica, replace wood in
old cars if ifs wood work
mg call 757 4124
Dill Electric answer ser
vice calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104,
A I 90 435 4234
'All your piumbing*ncliar
conditioning needs. Als0
di/ carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction
753 ten.
80 GMC Van conversion
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo.
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap
tains chair. 13,000 miles
Reply to 753 5014.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim .
for brick houses, Jack
Glover 7.531873
Alexander Septic rank
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway
Industrial, residential, Of
commercial, 24 hour ser
vice. Call 753 5933
K I K Stump Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from_yoOr yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
slumps up to 24" below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 Of Bob
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437 4546
Leaf Removal - Let T &
D Landscaping I. Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently
Free estimates 759 1913

WELL
DRILUNG
We 0P•Cianso In
neves twit Plastic
Wails.Imola voter
Mows Gad "rater
sap* system's.
ROYSTER
MCA LPN
WELL DRILLING
90I-364-347R
APPLI4NCE SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE 20
years experiince, Bobby
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S. 5th St, 753
41172or 753-8886. CARPET CLEANING
Free estimates. Satisfied
references Vibra Vac
steam or quick dryclean
ing. LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING,753 5827
Professional office and
building maintenance
daily or weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827
BARTER, CARPENTER
10 years experience will
repair or build anything
Work for cash or barter
Call 489 2892, local

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Maim St.(km.from pormaervity Como.)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Nor cos Kos Open Hours
Mon., Tees., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
1-12 753-3685
For Appointment,

Special This Week
'Save Save Save
1981 Cougar, 4 door, tilt ond cruise,
power steering, power brakes,6 cyl., air,
.
low milet.

5650000

Parkerford inc._
701 Main, Murray, Ky
753-5273
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Richie
Dies Friday

Dyer Rites
Are Today

Lottie Cooper
Richie, 90, Coldwater,
died at 6:30 p.m. Friday in the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include
three daughters, Mrs.
Ralph (Elizabeth)
Haneline, Mrs. Burie
(Lucille) Haneline and
Mrs. J. T. (Helen)
Tidwell, all of Rt. 7,
Mayfield; one son,
James Cooper,
Mayfield; and one
sister, Beulah Lamb,
Mayfield.
Richie was a
member of the Coldwater United
Methodist Church.
Friends may call
after 3 p.m. today at
the Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
funeral will be at 2
p.m.Sunday.
Burial will be in the
Salem CemeterY.

Services for James
Lloyd Dyer, 76,
Metropolis, Ill., were
at 10 this morning at
the chapel of the
Aikins-Farmer
Funeral Home,
Metropolis, with the
Rev. W. C. Ward officiating.
Dyer is survived by
his widow, Mary Alice
Dyer; a step-daughter,
Gladys Estes, St.
Louis, Mo.; a step-son,
Marvin Knight, Indiana; three sisters,
Mrs. Maude Scott and
Mrs. Jack Shroat,
Murray, and Mrs.
Morris Russell,
Paducah; three
brothers, Wilbur and
Hillman Dyer, Murray, and Brown Dyer,
Florida.

Section
Of Road
Opened
LIMABURG, Ky.
(AP) — The state
Department of
Transportation opened
a 3.2-mile stretch of
Kentucky 273 Friday
.in Boone County.
The new four-lane
section of the
Limaburg-Hebron
Road was opened to
traffic after a dedication ceremony by
James Fehr, state
highway engineer. The $4.7 million contract for the project
was awarded to R.C.
Durr Co. of Independent in March 1979.
The total cost of the
project was more than
86 million.

Buses
Operate
On Schedule
ASHLAND, Ky.
(AP) — The 16 school
buses of the Ashland
independent school
system operated on
regular schedules Friday, with supervisory
personnel and temporary drivers taking
the places of eight
drivers who walked off
the job Thursday in a
pay dispute.
The eight were
suspended, and were
scheduled to meet
Thursday with the
school board to discuss
their complaints.
Spokesmen said they
were protesting cutbacks in work hours,
delay in payment for
extra duties and inequities in assignment
of extra duties among
the drivers.

Columnist Predicts
Nixon Comeback
RICHMOND, Ky.
(AP) — Former President Richard Nixon is
staging a comeback
and Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig
will be out of a job
within a year, syndicated columnist
Jack Anderson said in
a news conference.
Nixon resigned the
presidency in August
1974 during the
Watergate scandal.
But his Middle East
tour after the funeral
of Egyptian President
Anwar el-Sadat was
calculated to return

him to the spotlight,
Anderson said Thursday at Eastern Kentucky University.
Anderson predicted
Haig will be ousted
because he knew of
Nixon's post-funeral
plans and President
Reagan did not.
Anderson also said
Reagan's charisma is
comparable to that of
the late John F.
Kennedy.
"Ronald Reagan is a
man of conviction,"
Anderson said, "and
men of conviction are
leaders of men in
doubt."

Program To Focus
On Solar Energy
A free program
focused on ways to use
passive solar energy
and woodburning
systems to reduce
home energy costs is
'scheduled from noon
to 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 3, at the West
Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition
Center of Murray
State University on
College Farm Road.
Sponsored by Murray State through the
Kentucky Energy Conservation Plan, with
assistance from the
Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Solar
Energy and Woodburning Exhibit is
open to the public. Interested people may
attend anytime between noon and 8 p.m.
It will feature
displays of such do-it:
yourself solar projects
as a wall heater, sunbox water heater,
greenhouse, shading
and movable inghlation samples, Trombe
wall, and a heliadon
with two Model homes
illustrating retrofit'
and solar installations.
Also on display will
be most of the woodburning stoves and
fireplace inserts
available id Murray,

along with a woodburning furnace and
catalytic heater.
Representatives will
be present to discuss
various options. Chain
saws will also be on
display for those who
wish to compare their
features.
A seminar will be
conducted at 3:30 and 7
p.m. with demonstrations on how to build
practical do-ityourself solar projects
such as wall heaters,
water heaters,
greenhouses and
others. Information
regarding passive and
active solar energy
concepts will also be
provided.
A seminar on chain
saw safety and wood
handling is also
scheduled at 1:30, 5
and 8 p.m. It will consist of demonstrations
on chain saw safety
features, personal
safety in use of chain
saws and proper tree
felling 4a4•...fl_litli n0
methods.
Drawings will be
held for a 30-gallon gas
or electric Rhein
Energy Miser water
'heater, cast iron tea
kettles and a
woodrack.

The Most Exciting Dimension
In Grocery Shopping...
ITSAVES YOU MONEY!

Watch For
Our
Big Ad
Next
Wednesday,
Nov.4
It's Fantastic!

We Will Be

CLOSED
Tuesday,
Nov.3at
5:00 p.m.
til
Wednesday
Morning,8:00 am
to prepare for
the greatest
dimension in
SAVING YOU
MONEY!

150 Each Store—A Value of $400.00

To Celebrate the New Money
Savings...
Our First 150 Customers who
Check Out Wednesday,'Nov.4,
Will Receive a FREE GIFT!
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